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to
heart.
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to
well
take
Huerta would do
When I became governor of Indiana
most senators on the committee had majority of their men to Monterey.
the attitude that if we can't get what
In this city the Sociulist. vote in- I took an oath to Bee that the laws
Blair Lee's Plurality 42,000.
not changed their favorable attitude
Chihuahua is Attacked.
we want in currency legislation,
we
300 per cent over that were enforced, and that I must do."
toward such a move but still were disEl Paso, Texas, Nov. 6. Advices would rather have no
Baltimore, Md Nov. (. Practically creased nearly
change. The
Washington, D. C Nov. 6. Friends
The governor urged that law and
last night from cast at the last municipal election,
posed to defer to the president and from Chihuahua received in Juarez pending bill has so much good in It of William McCombs, chairman of the complete returns
in Maryland indi- but fell a few hundred behind the order be preserved.
election
await some Indication from him.
and El Paso today say Pancho Villa, that to say it is all bad is not states- Democratic National
Tuesday's
Committee, re- cate that Blair Lee, Democrat, was vote for Debs, the party's candidate
A telegram was sent today to Senforce estiThe
battleships Louisiana, New- with a constitutionalist
ceived cable dispatches today an
manship but partisanship.
senate by for president in 1912.
to
ator
States
United
the
John W Kern, by the labor leadan
attack
elected
C000
at
mated
men,
began
secand
Hampshire
Mr. Schiffs speech was an impromp- nouncing that he would be married in
Michigan, of the
ers, protesting against the calling out
ond division of the Atlantic fleet upon Chihuahua City at 10 o'clock lust tu one, made after A. Barton Hep- London tomorrow to Miss Dorothy a plurality of 42,000. The pluralities of
for
E. C. Harrington, - Democrat,
troops. Senator Kern was askwhich were to be relieved from duty night,
THE DAY IN CONGRESS ofed the
burn, president of the Chase national
to "wire the governor and secure
Icomptroller, and C. C. Magruder, Dem
Efforts were made in Juarez today bank, had
in Mexican waters, on the arrival of
a special ter.
that
proposed
on the part of
additional
for clerk of the court of apthe four vessels of the third division, to prevent the federal garrison there committee of the chamber of comThe announcement was entirely un ocrat,
Senate.
the federal government."
were today formally ordered to re- from learning of the beginning of hos- merce be appointed to go to Washing- expected and was a great surprise in peals, probably will exceed 30,000.
relations committee discus
The telegram states that the city
main at Vera Cruz. Orders were is tilities, as the commanders admit that ton to bring its influence to bear on diplomatic and military circles, in Judge Park to Succeed Roddenbury. sedForeign
the Mexican situation.
and county authorities have not exAtlanta, Ga., Nov. 6. Judge Frank
sued for the armored cruiser Califor the men ra ght not be depended upon the currency legislation situation.
which the bride to be is prominent.
of Sylvester, was
Hanking committee made some im hausted all efforts, and until they fall,
nia to remain in Pacific Mexican wa- if ordered to Chihuahua to reinforce
It caused no less of a stir in politi- Park, Democrat,
ejected to fill the unexpired term of portant changes in the currency bill. "we protest the governor's action."
iters, although original orders to the the garrison there.
cal circles.
the late Representative S. A. Rodden
Appropriated $4,000 for the relief of
Chihuahua is said to be well defend- PEN. SENTENCE
Pittsburg were to relieve the
Miss Williams left Washington some
of the Second Georgia district. Nome storm sufferers.
': nia.
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Washington, D. C, Nov. 6. Post
ed, with a number of pieces of heavy
the
aboard
time
ago
yacht Niagara, With only four precincts missing, the
BLIGHT'S YOUNG
Took up resolution for investigation master General Burleson today author
At the white housetoday it was of- artillery and a garrison of several
as Mrs. Leiter's guest, on a trip vote stood:
Park, 4,469; Roscoe Luke, of Louisville and Nashville financing. ized Postmaster Sprlngston, at IndiLAWYERS CAREER around the world. The Niagara now is
ficially stated that Charge d'Affaires thousand men.
and W. A. Covington, 1,310.
Adjourned at 1:25 p. m. to noon anapolis, to put In a temporary auto3,792.
M. E. Diebold, Inspector of Mexican
Mr.
Leiter
at Southampton waiting for
O'Shaughnessy at Mexico City had
All candidates are Democrats.
Monday.
mobile mail service while the street
diadvices
has
he
says
consulates,
to
New York, Nov. 6. Daniel O'Reilly,
recently been given certain instrucjoin the party.
House.
car strike hinders ordinary carriage of
Report From Progressives.
Mr. McCombs haB been abroad Bince
tions to communicate to the Huerta rect from Chihuahua this afternoon an
died at his home here
fusion
6
noon.
Met
The
at
Nov.
New York,
the mails.
Whether such instruc- stating that the federal garrison at today. He was 42 years old. During almost Immediately after election get
government.
in New York, which the Pro- Adjourned without transacting any
e is me most prominent ticket
tions were the same as those referred Chihuahua has repulsed the rebel at his career he had been attorney for ting a rest.
instrumental
noon
business to
Friday.
HOUSE PARTIES ABOLISHED
',v"
to as demanding the elimination of tuck by Pancho Villa's army. Die- - the defense in several noted criminal possibility for ambassador to France
supportea
AT UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.
The in nominating, vigorously has
Huerta, officials declined to state spe- bold says the rebels, after skirmishing cases, among them being the trial of to succeed Myron T. Herrick.
swept STANDARD OIL FIRMS
potent in the election,
yesterday afternoon made a night at- Nan Patterson, Captain Peter Haines chairman has once declined the place, and
cifically,
one hundred
ALL RULE HIGHER TODAY
Madison. Wis., Nov. fi "While the
at President Wil New York city by over
German Warships on Tour.
tack, which was repulsed, and that and Harry K. Thaw. More than a dec- - but
thousand majority.
house party may be pleasant for the
Berlin, Nov. 6. The newest German they today made two attacks but were !ade ag0j ne was an assistant district son's request and Since he has been
The Progressives will have over
New York, Nov. fi. A sharp rise in few who participate in it, It is a detbattleships. Kaiser and Koenig Albert, each time driven back by the federal attorney of New York.
abroad, the post has been held open
twenty members of the incoming New the securities of Standard Oil company riment to 'he University."
understandand the cruiser Strasburg, have been garrison. His dispatches, he Bays,
for
with
the
his
friends
general
him,
assert,
O'Reilly's death,
have was the feature of the
This view was given by President
day's operations
ordered to ileave early in December give no details of the- - killed and was directly due to the prison sen- ing in official circles that he eventual- York legislature, whereas, they
on the curb market. The demand is .Charles R. VanHlse, in a statement
for South American waters.
wounded but intimate that the rebel tence imposed for receiving $85,000 ly would accept it when he got his only had four.
Up to date they have elected may- supposed to have been stimulated by today. "The house party may be
The cruise is said to be merely a loss has been heavier than the federal worth of bonds stolen from Aaron J. business affairs and law practice in
ors of five cities in New York, six belief that enforcement of the income legitimately objected to on the ground
"test voyage" but the warships, as is and that the rebels still menace the Bancroft, an aged broker, two and one condition for his absence.
cities In New Jersey and scattering tax may result In an early distribution that but relatively few can participate
half years ago. For this he served a
pointed out in the newspapers here, city.
cities in Ohio and other states. In of tho large surpluses held in the and that the greater number of stud
IsFLEET
U.
will evidently be available for service
BATTLESHIP
S.
at
term
Reason for Postponement.
Blackwell's
five months'
Massachusetts, the Progressive candi- treasuries of subordinate companies. ents are put on an unequal footins
TODAY.
GIBRALTAR
6.
Because
on the Mexican coast If it should prove
Nov.
PASSES
land.
Eagle Pass, Tex.,
for governor polled many thoudate
Standard Oil of Kentucky advanced with a more favored class. If it were
ex-be
of
the city
necessary.
Eagle PasB might
more votes than in the election 45 points to 625, during the morning. eliminated the objections which have
sand
of
easel
6.
Nov.
The
in
German naval circles regard the posed to the danger of fire
squadron
WEST VIRGINIA PRISON
Gibraltar,
year, defeating the Republican Atlantic Refining rose from 655 to 690. been urged against the prom, would
'South American cruise as patent evi- Pledras Negras, across the Rio Grande,
is INVESTIGATED, nine U. S. battleships, which is on its last
a strong sec Standard Oil of New York also regis- lose their weight; indeed probably
tension is were attacked
ports, candidate and running
dence that
way to visit Mediterranean
Moundsville, West Va., Nov. 6
by constitutionalists,
ond.
tered an advance and stocks of foreign would become Insignificant. Thereto
commander has concluded
ernor Hatfield today investigated the passed the Rock early today.
disappearing, as this is the first time
In New Jersey Progressive candi companies made minor gains.
fore it would seem that the students
have been de- postpone hostilities with Mexican fed state penitentiary here and, although
The squadron consists of the flagGerman battleships
a very large
At the offices of the Standard Oil should take the university rather than
tached from the North Sea fleet since erals.
he made no formal statement said he ship Wyoming, the Utah, Florida, Ar- date for governor polled
the Republican company, knowledge of an approach the selfish point of view and abolish
the naval rivalry between Germany
had found nothing wrong with the kansas, Delaware, Vermont, Connecti vote and prevented
Wealthy Fugitive Halted.
ing distribution was denied, but it was the house party."
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 6. General system employed by the management. cut, Kansas and Ohio, with the auxil- - j from being elected.
and Oreat Britain became acute.
In Massachusetts they have elected admitted that the Income tax might
Orion
of
was Luis Terazas,
Mexico City, Nov. 6. There
The investigation was made be- toxtAo Pallln fSrklnno Pwlnna
still no Indication here this morning Chihuahua, with his family, has been cause of the escape of two prisoners and Jason, it is to be divided into de-- enough members of the governor's work some change In prevailing divi- CHARGED WITH USING
THE MAILS TO DEFRAUD
whether Provisional President Huerta forced to return to Chihuahua City, several weeks ago and the widely cir- tachments, the Vermont and Ohio go- - council to hold the balance of power dend rates.
would make a formal reply to the by order of General Pascual Orozco, culated stories soon afterwards that ing to Marseilles, the Arkansas andjin the DodyNew York, Nov. 6. John H. Fonda,
In Indianapolis mayoralty contest OFFERS $500,000 FOR
Mexican one of them who had been recaptured Florida, to Naples, the Connecticut
communication made by the United according to prominent
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE. 6S years old, and Elmer E. Good, a
States. The nature of the
refugees arriving today. General Ter-- : had been whipped until blood stream- and Kansas to Genoa and the Utah they ran a strong second, Democrats
young lawyer, were placed on trial In
dum is said to call for no other reply razas, on a special train, had reached ed from his body.
and Delaware to Villefranche, while first, and same in Louisville where
New York, N. Y., Nov. 6. An anony- the federal court here today, charged
than compliance. How long Wash- a point half way between Chihuahua
the Wyoming is to make a trip in they beat the Republican sixteen to
towhich she will call at Malta, Naples one and elected a Progressive member mous donor has offered $500,000 col- with using the mails to defraud. It
ington expects to wait for this com- and the border when his train was DEFENSE STARTS IN
ward the establishment of a free
is alleged they Induced persons
of the Kentucky legislature.
DEFAMATION
TRIAL and Villefranche.
pliance after failing to receive a ver- stopped by a federal commander at a
The Progressive national committee lege of commerce In New York City, throughout the country to contribute
bal rejoinder, is a question which is wayside garrison.
Chicago, Nov. 6. Presentation of
considers the result of Tuesday's according to announcement made to- funds for the ostensible purpose of
General Terrazas showed the com- evidence for the defense in the case OHIO MAN CONSUL
greatly interesting the few here who
are convinced of the passage of the mander passports
from Governor of Daniel Donahoe and Isaac Stiefel,
GENERAL AT SANTO DOMINGO. election most encouraging to the Pro- day at a meeting of the chamber of prosecuting suits against the Trinity
all Progres- commerce. The gift is conditional on Church corporation in this city, to refrom
the United Mercado, but he in turn, was shown a charged with conspiring to defame
communication
Washington, D. C, Nov. 6. Presi- gressive cause and urge
States government to the provisional dispatch from General Orozco ordering Clarence S. Funk, began today, with dent Wilson today nominated William sives throughout the United States to the donation of $200,000 additional. gain control of land valued orat millions.
thought
his return. The train was sent back Mayor Carter H. Harrison
on the Walker Smith, of Ohio, as secretary continue the good fight they have This $200,000, It was said, already has The alleged dupes were,
president,
dethey were, heirs to the Bogardus, WebMexico City itself still is ignorant to Chihuahua, reaching the city just stand as a character witness for
of legation and consul general at San- been making, with renewed enthus- been pledged. The school will be
voted to higher commercial training. ber or Delamater estates.
iasm and vigor.
of the nature of the new representa before the rebel attack started.
...-..to Domingo.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
CASCARETS" RELIEVE
SICK, SOUR

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

I RY THESE

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,

OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIMIENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

INN

ER GROCERY GO,
PHONE 40.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

I

VVwOQ

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
SIZES.
ALL
ANTHRACITE COAL,
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

DENVER

K
TM
1 Inlll

lib

I

& RIO GRANDE

jST.

CO.

(WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

C0.;

SHORTEST LINE TO
DFNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made

POINTS

FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
n
Mountain.
Louis over the
high-cla-

ss

Mlssourl-Paciflc-lro-

II T To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
Points Denver '& Rio Grande-L- l
e
Western Pacific Rail
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
sms
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
I I

THROUGH
Gorge-Feath-

I

Inlr
II L

way-Th-

er

FOR INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,'N.

LA.

C. L. POLLARD,

HUGHES,

President,

R.

J.

M.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS

fotrhe

GENERAL

DEVELOPED

L
.
me sunneam

WHICH

WILL

6IVE

THE STUDENTS

OF

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed Iffj
of Corn, Bran, Oatsand Alfalfa, f

PICTURESQUE CHARACTER IN THE

FIGHT

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

JF Your Business Solicited.'

NEW MEXICO

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'Toe West Point of toe Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Peooe
Vslle j, 1,700 feet store se level,
sunshine every dev. Opes sir
work throughout the entire sea-toConditions (of physical
re
end mental development
esnoot be found
IDEAL. such
elsewhere In A merles. Fourteen officer! end instructors, ell
grsdutes from standard EastTen building,
ern college.
modem la every respect.
Bet ente :
E. A. CAHOOlf, President.
J. B. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POI, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
r Per particular and Illustrated oala-aguaddress,

u

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

0a- Pcl

AC

wf

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

THE DIFFERENCE IN TELEGRAM

COSTS.

--

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Nov. 6. The
capital of the nation is developing a
Students in high
new industry.
schools, colleges, and debating clubs,
study clubs and similar organizations
have found considerable difficulty in
pity more women rln not know of
securing accurate data of the kind y ItitberIs b aFriend,
Here Ik a remedy tuat w.rtpns
suited to their demands for debates t'.,e Diuscles, ouablew them to expand without
strain upon the HgiimpntH and eiiabtes
f.iy
and
referendum
upon the initiative,
vnmen to sro through maternity without pain,
li.tuaea, morning sickness or any of the dreaded
recall.
:nnkni8 so fiimilinr to many mothers.
There if no foo.Uh diet to harass the mind.
Recognizing this fact, the informa
thouttlita do Dot dwell uuon nain and suf- tion bureau of the new National Pop.ing. for all Mich are avoided. Thousands of
no lonRer
f.avn
resign themselves to the
ular Government League (of which vt' ought
that sickness and distress are natural,
know
better, for hi Mother's Friend they
of
Oklahoma
T'tey
L.
Owen
Robert
Senator
Vive found a wonderful. penetrHting remedy
to
is chairman) is reparing a special lit- ImiMi all those dreaded exterlenee.
It is a subject every womnn should be fami-sent
free
be
upon ir with, and even though utie may not require
erature which will
she will now and then meet
remedy,
request to individuals and organiza- tsmilea aprospective
mother to whom a word In
DISROBED IN THE
time about Mother's Friend will come an a won
tions who apply for it
uVrCtil
This famous remedy is sold
blending.
by all druggists, and Is only $1.00 a bottle.
STREET BV FIRE The widespread "interest in is the
It Is for external ue only, and la really wortb.
into the
subject of popular government
Write
lis weight in gold.
Regulator Co.. 127 Lamar Isldg., Atlanta,
that
fact
high
every
dicated by the
Kittannlng, Pa., Xov. 6. Standing school in North Carolina will con Ga. Ivx a uoBt valuable book.
in the middle of the street in the midst
a debate upon this question this
Hal duct
of a large crowd celebrating
and numerous universities and ft NERVV THIEF
year,
loween, Mrs. August Reitler, of Ford
are planning to discuss the
colleges
STEALS HOT STOVE
City, tonight was completely diBrobed merits of the "gateway amendment,"
by two men In their efforts to save
to make the federal constidesigned
her from burning to death when her tution easier of amendment.
Chicago, Nov. G. Stealing hot stoves
costume caught tire from sparks drop
iB one of the easiest things Chicago
to
The league is preparing
supply
ped from a red fire burner.
An enterprising
burglar
the demand for accurate information thieves do.
Mrs. Reitler was dressed as a Quenn.
and anybody last night made off with a stove from
these
subjects,
npon
Her robe was covered with large
of Mrs. Joseph Walsh, 316
who wants to get free printed matter the home
Hecks of cotton to represent snow. As
East Thirty-firs- t
street, and later re- on
questions
government
popular
she and several friends walked down
'
to Judson l"'"eu '
a
address
should
request
it
Main street, they passed directly under
aims, w iutsu ueuru miii iue bcwiiu
91H
at
executive
the
secretary,
a shower of red fire sparks. In an in King,
time and emitted a large variety of
stant Mrs. Iteitler's robe was a mass Munsey building.
yells for help. Richard Williams, a
One of the most interesting politicof flames.
ai battles just finished was that waged ;an(J
ed tne'thef flring a8 he
Samuel Richardson and .1. A. Hoover
Dr. Isaac Hourwich, nominated by !ran
gaw a black forra drop
wUiams
who were near by, immediately sprang by
cum
and approached cautiously, fearing a
to her aid and, working feverishly, tne progressive pany ior iue
the
left
ap
by
vacancy
gressional
trick.
pulled the burning clothes from the
Burton Ham-soWhen he produced his dark lantern
woman's body. Despite the heroic ef- pointment of Francis
Philof
the
governor-genera- l
as
he discovered that he had shot three
forts of the two men Mrs. Reitler was
i
ma
the
is
Dr.
Hourwich
holes in the stove pipe, but the thief
severely burned on the arms and body. ippines.
Jan Pouran, the had escaped.
It was necessary to tear every stitch who represented
in
who
of clothing from her body before the Russian political refugee,
1908 was in danger of being sent bac'
Ne
Subscribe for tne Santa
fire could be extinguished.
to
Russia to deatn or Siberian exile.
Several men in the crowd offered As a. result of the efforts of Dr. Hour- Mexican, the paper that boosts al
their overcoats and the burned woman wich who has been admitted to the the time and works for the upbuild
was hurriedly wrapped in them and
tag of our dw staw,
bar both in Russia and in the United
taken to a hospital.
States Pouran was saved from the
fate which had been planned for him,
Every Woman
and was admitted to this country.
THEY'RE NUMBERS
and should
Is Interested
Hourwich is the man who supplied
know about the wonderful
NO LONGER THERE the ammunition to the senators who
Marvel
5r!
fought the iniquitous amendment of
LOUC1IC
.v. u.ssn- -t
Atlanta, Nov. ti. "Good Words," "certificates of good character" from
the prison publication, announces that the immigrants entering this country
hereafter it will be considered dis- from countries which issue such cer- Askyotirdmrelstfof
y
he cannot
This amendment would It. Ifthe
MARVEL,
grace enough to be encarcerated in tificates.
no
out
otner,
the federal penitentiary, here without have made impossible the escape of accept
send stamp tor oooa.
being called merely by a number In- any political refugee from a country MwvelCa..44E.23St..ls.r.
istead of a name, and without wearing where he had offended the existing
"IT. S. P." on one's uniform.
government. The figU$ on the amendWarden Moyer Is responsible for ment was made Tn'ttre senate by La
this relief from the degrading marks FoIIette and in the' house by Victor
which hare heretofore, as in most Berger.
other prisons, been borne by men held
Hourwich accepted the nomination
within the penitentiary walls. For from the Progressive party after Osmore than a year he has been urging car StrauBS had declined to run. The
THE SANITARY
a change upon the department of jus- district is the 20th New York, locat
tice in Washington.
ed in Harlem.
Hereafter the numbers will be for
The average telegram sent in Eng
identification purposes only and will land costs the sender between 15 and
RBdULAR MEALS.
be concealed from sight.
16 cents.
The American minimum
cents.
10
The
cents
is
for
25
rate
Open Day and
British minimum is 12 cents for 12
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
words. The British rates are regard
less of distance.
Special Dinner Parties.
In Belgium the people sent in 1900
New York, Nov. 6. Experimental
the latest statistics one telegram
ROMULO LOPEZ, Pr.OP.
operations by the bear faction indi to every 23 letters by mail; in Switzcated that the early demand for stocks erland,
NEW MEXICO.
1 to 30; and in England the
SANTA FE,
had been satisfied. Pressure was then
1 to 30.
In the United States
same,
a
until
leaders
receded
the
applied,
the proportion was 1 to 42. Moreover
point or more. When shorts had cover- in Switzerland, Belgium and England
rjiuiuiJxrinjuxruuuuutriAijvuirui4i
ed some of their contracts there was more than half the
messages sent are
no further support for the
market, social messages telegraph letters.
which fell back further than it had
are sent the length of Engadvanced. The Mexican situation once Telegrams
within 30 minutes between send
land
in
more was the main restricting
er and receiver. The British tele
fluence, but monetary conditions also
have adopted all the latest intended to check speculation. Reports graphs
ventions to increase the efficiency of
that opposition to the New Haven
The American compathe
issue of debentures had been nies telegraph.
have stifled inventions, refused
withdrawn was the cause of the to install automatic
sending machines
strength of the road's securities.
and so on, because they would have to
Bonds were steady.
discard the present equipment.
The whole market was shaken after
As a result of the low rate given to
of
the
midday by
heavy liquidation
newspaper dispatches in England, the
steel. Blocks of thousands of shares smallest
country weeklies receive regwere unloaded and it fell to 54
news service. The
ular
telegraphic
out
of
with much of the selling from
newspapers
pay 9 cents a
English
with
Dissatisfaction
town sources.
words for press dispatches.
hundred
the trade situation both here and This is
the lowest press rate in the
abroad prompted the selling.
world.
Mrs.
Aggressive selling let up but the
It will not do for the telegraph
markst failed to rally despite the enFood Demcompanies in the United States to ingagement of another $500;000 gold spire news items to the effect that the
is serv-in- gl
for import.
British system is a failure because of
the deficit in revenues produced. It
One of the largest and most valuis a fact that British telegraph oper
able timber trees of the country is the ators are
better paid than those in
tulip tree, known to lumbermen as this country, while the rates to users
to
the
is
related
It
yellow poplar.
are lower, in spite of the fact that
magnolias, but Is the only tree of its the British government in 1870 paid
kind in the world.
$40,000,000 for telegraph lines worth
The necessTty of paying
$8,000,000.
To secure a merit badge in forestry, interest on this overcapitalization is
boy scouts are required, among other what produces a deficit. It is more
than likely that this kind of a misthings, to identify 25 kinds of trees.
take will not be repeated when the
American people decide to take over
To-daBEWARE OF OINTMENTS
y
To
the telegraph service. The bill or
FOR CATARRH THAT
in
bills
to
this
which
will
winter
gi
CONTAIN MERCURY
as mercury will surely destroy the take over the wire, services will prob
sense of smell and completely derange ably contain a provision for squeezing
the whole system when entering it out the water before the companies
through the mucous surfaces. Such are purchased by the government.
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physi- LAZY MAN IN BED FIFTEEN
YEARS, IS DEAD.
cians, as the damage they will do is
Come in
ten fold to the good you can possibly
ill, Nov. 6. James John
The
will
Hall's Catarrh Muncray, 70 years old, is dead after
derive from them.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney remaining in bed for fifteen years
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, without once putting on his clothes.
and is taken internally, acting directly He ate and was shaved in bed.
"I'm sick," he said at the county
upon the blood and mucous surfaces
In buying Hall's farm fifteen years ago, and thereupon
of the system.
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the took to his bed. Doctors could find
genuine. It is taken internally and nothing wrong with him. They told
made In Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney him to get up and go about his
& Co., Testimonial free.
I'm sick," Muncray insisted. "I
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.
guess I won't get up."
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!'
Muncray was too lazy to get up, the Him.
doctors said.
nnnnnmuuumnmwnMJUiv
patioa.
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most Important part.
The grandfather would

be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be

I

desired.

POWER

Snpt

SO

IS QUITE

NOTHING as to touch the button and
Is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.

r.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

saw

bup-pl-

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
'

License Norcbers,

Majestic Cafe

Night.

WALL STREET.

j

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

6eorge

Washington
Coffee
and
morrow at the

inoae ni Grocery

and taste It.
catch
flavor

YOU.

si

Telephone 9 W

104 DON (JASPER ST.

ASK FOR

TICKETSSHIP

YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Blsbee, Douglass and all points In
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

The

onstrator,

Jen-ysvill-

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

a drink

Paton, the

J

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

Coast, via NEW

of Coffee

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main
ice.

7.

Next Door to Postoff

Have

Pure

Phone 100 and 35 W.

....
...

and Meat, $3.50 per
3.5U "
Oyster Shells,
. . . . $ .05 "
lb.
Meat Scraps,
"
$ .03 "
Ground Charcoal,
Green

How to Avoid Those Pains and Distress
Which so Many Mothers Have Suffered.

POLITICAL ECONOMY A BETTER CHANCE
A

1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
cwt.
Cut Bone
'

box now.
Get a
That awful sourness, belching of
acid and foul gases; that pain in the
lit of the stomach, the heartburn,
nausea, bloating after eating,
dizziness and sick headache, means a
disordered stomach, which cannot be
regulated until you remove the cause.
I. isn't your stomach's fault. Your
stomach is as good as any.
Try Cascarets; they immediately
cleans the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
foul gases; take the excess bile from
the liver and carry off the constipated
waste matter and poison from the
bowels. Then your stomach trouble is
A Cascaret
ended.
tonight will
straighten you out by morning a
box from any drug store will
keep your stomach sweet; liver and
lcwels regular for months. Don't
forget the children their little insides
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.

6,

-

& SOUTHERN CO.

IRON MOUNTAIN

LOUIS,

CO.

RAILROAD

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

Gases and Clogged-UWaste From Stomach, Liver,
Bowels
Cure Indigestion.

Move Acids,

.

m'ai

Brad-Ad- d

A

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

1

A NEW INDUSTRY BEING

STOMACH.

NOVEMBER

THURSDAY,

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

SfV East

iPtfflp
'West
Kuie
or

Best

ggp

Ior Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. k P. Agt, El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

HENRY KRICK&
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pare Distilled
water.
Af ent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
as J

tpi pphonp

THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS.

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES.

TWO AND FOUR BOISE OUTFITS.

Re-

PIOMPT SEIVICE.

Phone 139. 310SanFraiidscoSt.

I

k

I
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SCHOOL DAVS.

combine, altbouc hit always has re-- i
NOW
Montana, with increasing cloudiness in HOW SEATTLE DOWNED BIG
Seattle's bonds as high grade HOMESTEADS AND
jgarded
the northwest and over the northern
the
to
refused
'investments,
purchase
'Rockies, and rain in Washington,
BY ALIMAN.
BUSINESS COMBINES IN public utility bonds. It took several
TO SECURE THEM
Tlie range of temperature yesterday Idaho, Oregon and northern Califor
was induced
council
before
the
months
was from 28 to 51 degrees; the aver- nia and Nevada, Conditions favor fair
to loan the needed money to the street
MUNICIPAL R. R. FIGHT.
cent. weather in this section tonight; Friage relative humidity was 76 per
railway fund from some other fund,
threatenThe
day increasing cloudiness,
The day was clear and pleasant.
this manner, enough money was SECRETARY LANE OUTLINES METHODS OF
and
cooler.
in Santa ing
temperature at 8 a. m. was 34
She Will Soon Have a
City obtained to begin work, and a few
PROCEDURE FOR HOMESTEAD
Pe.
After weeks nuo the state treasurer accept
Owned Street Car Service
Boise,
A MAKER OF HEALTH.
28:
Bismarck,
38:
FORMAL LEGAL STATEMENTS AND
and
thus!
nar
Tried
value
Aniarillo,
ed the bonds at
Thrashing Organization That
A good honest medicine like Foley
iSwas defeated. The
to Thwart People's Will.
trust
bankers'
Cheyenne, 36; Dodge City, 42:
the
SERVICES OF ATTORNEYS NOT
2fi: Flagstaff, 24; Grand June Kidney Pills gives health to many (Special Correspondence).
istate employed surplus ninus m aiu
miuuw
O.
Kansas
t.;
!o
50;
Mrs.
families.
Palmer,
42;
City,
tion, 34; Helena,
municipal ownership.
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 6. Santa Ciaus
Rnv. Wis. was Beriously
Lander, 46; Los Angeles, 56: Modena, si
"We will run the cars by Curist- is goihg to bring an
modern
trouble.;
bladder
and
Portill
with
T.
kidney
40; Oklahoma, 52; Phoenix, 50;
and
municipal railway maB," said Councilman Oliver
.
The ')"
Nov.
writes: "My wife Is rapid- to
Washington.
ordinance
the
land, 48; Pueblo, 34; Rapid City, 40; Mr. Palmer
introduced
who
of
Seattle.
the
people
her health and strength
as It is often
acre
homestead
or,
law,
ownership
launched
Roseburg, 54; Roswell, 30; Salt Lake, i..
which
a
municipal
was
driven
The
"goJden spike"
use of Foley Kidney
the enlarged homestead law,
culled,
52; San Francisco, 5S; Spokane, 40; due solely to the
few days ago by City Engineer
jof railways in Seattle.
Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.
Kv that time. too. the city is expect has made possible the entry of many
Tonopah, 42; Williston, iii;
and signified that the tracks
48.
for division A of the municipal rail- ed to complete its negotiations for the millions acres of dry land in the westCoff flLocal Data.
double the size
way of three and a half miles, have Seattle, Reuton and Southern line, ern states in tracts
allowed under the original homestead
which covers 10 miles
Highest temperature this date last
looks like tfoiiig abNine more miles of municipal rail- Haw. Onlv land which has been "desyear, 50.
Lowest temperature this date last
will be added when the city for- ignated" by the secretary of the
way
can be en- accents the Lake Durein and'terior as
surdly far to say: nionoy-bac- k
year, 27.
Hiehland Park line, which has been tpred under this act. More than 200,- Extreme this date, 41 years record,
and
fit
your grocer's
offered to it free of any cost. It was 000,000 acres have been thus desighighest, 64 in 1909.
built by residents in an outlying
nated, hut petitions and sworn stateExtreme this date, 41 years record,
no goods returned, if it
who are interested only in obtain- ments requesting further designations
lowest, 14 in 1880.
doesn't suit you in every
are constantly being received.
Forecast.
ing car service.
'
Add to these units, divisions B and
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Tonight
In an tn ten-lejust given out,.
way.
,C in the original municipal railway Secretary Lane calls attention to the
fair; Friday increasing cloudiness,
car
line
own
program, and Seattle's
fact that there appears to be considthreatening, and cooler.
safe and sane with
will total approximately 28 miles.
For New Mexico: Tonight fair
erable misunderstanding among westwarmer in southeast portion; Friday
ern homesteaders as to the procedure
Schilling's Best; costs alfair.
MAJOR MILLER, VETERAN
necessary in order that
most nothing and gets the
OF CIVIL WAR BURIED.
The barometer is low this morning
designations may be made.
NHlSPER'W
iTlio secretary states that only the
over the plains region, the Rocky
business.
TIME3
mountains and northwest, with center
Washington, D. C, Nov. 6. The simplest and most direct action by theof lowest pressure north of Montana.
ftmpraT nf Maior William H. Miller, settler is required, and that it is wholcans,
aroma-tigh- t
In
over
the
the
to
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For pitchers, these ten men select- - ing s'opped
flight to Cairo, Egypt, arrived today at
AND INSTRUMENTAL
warm lor the innar man.
ed twelve different candidates. Every iYm'a
San Stefano, on the sea of Marmora,
icout.
w're readv. hot chocolate made
from
We're eerving
Walter
left Bucharest, Rumania, this
having
A MUSICAL
cnoice product : noted for
Vegas fiasco,
one of the pitchers. Seven of them since the
lta purity, excellence and
match was so
as morning.
dellcionaneaa of flavor.
picked Mathewson, four selected Ben, to be
TREAT
uninteresting, Johnson began to BUREAU OF
We don't know of an
other atore
der, three selected Alexander and
COMMERCE
himself as 'the husband of a
W
that Mirea
chocolatetoo
three took Rucker as one of their exploit
IS
TO
BRANCH OUT- white woman. He opened a flashy
expenalre, perhape. It'a different at OURS
pitching force. Two of them were for cafe in
there 'a nothing too good for our patrone,
Washington, D. C, Nov. 6. Branchin 'what was known
Chicago
one
and
each
voted
es
for
Plank,
of the bureau of domestic and forSeaton, as the "black belt," and his troubles
A PIPING HOT
Prices, 50c, 75c and $1.00
RuHsell
and then
Gregg, Salee, Cheney,
CUPFUL FOR
began, His white wife commit- eign commerce are to be established
Hendrix.
S erred with dainty, crisp crackem.
)
ted suicide nnd soon after Johnson at Chicago and New Orleans for proFor catchers, most of them voting
SEAT SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG STORE
married another white woman, who moting American commerce by the acI HyVLER 3l"7fre.h. If you're
for two, Archer and Schang were was
tive distribution of trade information.
"f 'h city, we'll expreee It to jou.
as
ostensibly
in
cashier
employed
each selected by seven managers. his cafe.
He was indicted about a
Meyers and Sclialk by two and
year ago on a charge of white slavery,
by one. Funny thing too,
tried and convicted and sentenced to
The fact that his father is King
So at 3 a. m., when the whole house
received his one lone vote from
George and his mother Queen Mary
as sleeping, he climbed carefully out the manager of the Brooklyn Na- serve a year and a day in the United
States penitentiary. He appealed and
doesn't seem to weigh a bit heavily 0f bed in his little pajamas, crept tional team.
was released on $30,000 bond nenriinc
upon the active mind of this happy past nurse and clanged the great bell,
For first base, Daubert of the Brook- the
decision of
hoy.
appeal. In the
0h gcU ft C0UlmotIon aB lt caus. lyn team has the call, seven of the meantime he left the
the country, going to
Pew children have such a spacious e(j
ten managers voting for him, two
" nas recently admitted lie
playground as he. And very, very few j Qf courge they finally diacovered favoring Mclnness and one Chase.
M
never intended to return to the
children have the opportunity to get n.at
United
As a second baseman there is no
Tnhn
Wa han
.aa
so much attention from serving peo- m(en l0 watch the fun unmolested.
And when they saw that he was
But do you think' he takes to this
gone they guessed the offender.
life happily?
Recently he Princes Henly, George
Not at all. He actually runs away and John were
spending a vacation at
from the governess and the nursery one of the
farms.
royal
footman and the maid who washes
tutor
was not looking
When
their
and dresses him, whenever he sees a
"V"O0 liave approved
they invaded the paddock where a
chance.
tiling systems, good
bull was grasing.
srent
Jersey
Consequently it is never lonely
typewriters, good paper
The sight of the boys disturbing the
where Prince John is sojourning
, amlcarei'al stenographers,
even for a moment. During a week- animal, which made a bee line for
but many are unaware of
end house pirty at York cottage he them.
the need for good carbon
Fortunately there was a hayloft
decided to do something unusual. He
of the troubles
to
it
The
a
ladder
with
Jiaper'
leading
nearby.
in
of
the
bell
the
thought
big
belfry
scrambled up this,
poor copies may later
which is rung only on some great oc- three princes
"
bring.
casion, as at the birth or wedding of Prince John in the lead.
.Be
fortified
rescued
them.
hands
Later farm
some, royalty.
against any
"I'll get up and ring it," thought
And that's the way it goes with
possible disadvantage oche.
the royal little cut up.
curring from the use of
wrong material. Take
advantage, of the example
out curve.
set by thousands of proSPITBALL HURT
"I have never tried to monkey with
gressive business houses
WALSH AND FORD a
delivery. I use speed
and look into
m
on a straight ball, also on an inshoot
on
curve
can
use
a
under
I
chin.
the
Washington, D. C, Xov. 6. "The
stories you hear about new curves the outside corner with plenty of
and mystery balls are nonsense," says speed, or I can sail one up with little
aiter JuUusou, (he king of pitchers. or no speed. I find that the best results can be obtained by using change
"The spitball is a novelty, I'll ad
of pace delivering slow and fast baMs
It
but
ruins
a
mit,
pitcher's arm in with the same amount of action in the
The copies made are dean,
Baggott (King).
and distinct The ink (black, blue,
time. If Ed Walsh, for instance, had
same wind-uand the same
Reigns over the destinies of the
purple, green and red) do not rub or biur. MultiKofy is clean to handle and
never used the spitball he would have box the
Made
in
New
six
varieties:
motion."
Nesbitt
The following list names the varieties
York
wonderfully
screen club.
(Miriam).
had no trouble with his wing. The body
and gives manifolding power of each :
:
Has been abroad, don' cher know!
same applies to Russel Ford, who
REGULAR FINISH
HARD FINISH
Fancies himself in heroic roles, and
seems to have lost his effectiveness TENER NOT CANDIDATE FOR
MnkiKopy. U.WU, 20 i Mediui., 8 ; BUlina, 8
MultiKopy.U.Wu 16t MMium. 6; Billin.4
Numbers nearly all the great act to tell you the truth' he "heroes"
OF
NATIONAL
LEAGUE.
HEAD
very
season.
last
ors of the day among her personal well.
"The pitching In the recent world's
friends.
His last big stunt Is the title part
6.
Nov.
Governor
Harrisburg, Pa.,
series was devoid of new wrinkles.
it for 100 letters. Mont inn vour name. firma name for Scbool) tod
Knows a lot about the philosophy in "Ivanhoe."
'
dealer s name iu wriuai? for sample.
Bender and Plank depended almost Tener said today that he was sur- of life as well as the art of
0
Lives down in "New Yawk" but has
acting.
1
BrsSid Typewriter Ribbons
entirely on speed and curves. Ben- prised at the report that he might be
Just happened to take up her pres- quite a London accent these days,
Star
der mixed in a slow ball now and come president of the National league. ent work because it was a new thing, they do
V without clogtf iog the type bo as to sbow oo the paper.
say.
"I am in no sense a candidate and and she was tired of
then which had the Giants swinging at
Had a banquet for him the other
every old thing.
would
to
therefore
be
it
foolish
Bush
had
a
dis
nothing.
jump ball, which
Has some wonderful costumes and day when he came back from over
CO.,
cuss it," he said.
was nothing more than the
wears 'em like a queen!
yonder. But he vows his hat band
delivered
so
SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO. .. ,
that lt
inshoot,
Carries her chin away up but never measures only an inch more than it
would pass close to the upper part
'
looks down on the other fellow.
did.
of the body. Mathewson's fadeaway,
Knows London as well as she does
We should worry, though.
He
no callpd. vaa a. drnn hall with nn
New Tork.
doesn't.
i
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For quick results, a
little "WANT."
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FUNERAL

MASS MEETING
House, completely furnished, good location, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
FOR RENT
Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Six-rooGood location. Rent
Modern Dwelling.
35.00
oer month
Five-rooModern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Ranches, Laud Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Bonds.
FOR SALE

OF

GENERAL

BIG

Rooming

WANTS

PAYERS TO TURN OUT
AGAINST

J

SUNDAY

RAISE

REMAINS OF

TAX

PROTEST

TO

ORDERED

BY

WILL

LIE

LATE

ADJUTANT

STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, SAYS

IN

MR. SALMON.

NATIONAL

mass meeting of the merchants
jof Santa Ke, the residents of Santa Ke
and specially heavy tax payers whether they be merchants or not, is call-fefor 7:uii o'clock tonight at the As- eembly hall of the Old Palace.
The meeting is called by President
Nathan Salmon, of the Santa. Fe Merchants' association, who said today:
"Mass meetings have been held in
Las Vegas and other cities, 1 tinder-- j
stand, protesting against the action of
ithe state board of equalization to Increase the tax rale.
'1 believe the tax payers of Santa
Fe especially the heavy tax payers,
feel that the taxes are sufficiently high
right now. At all events the meeting
tonight is designed to thresh out the
subject and bring before the citizens
of Santa Fe the views of prominent

PRESBYTERIAN

FUNERAL

LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

AT

IN ALL

2:30
IN!

CHURH, BURIAL

MILLINERY

CEMETERY.

for the funeral of
Arrangements
Adjutant. General A. S. Drakes were
completed this afternoon following
the arrival of Col. llushnell, commandant at Fort Itayard, and father-in-laof the deceased.
The funeral will be "held Sunday afiternoon at 2:30 in the Presbyterian
church in this city, and interment will
be in the Santa Fe National cemetery.
The body will lie In state in the
capitol building Sunday from fl a. in
to 2 p. in.
The First Regiment band, and company H, of the First Regiment, New
Mexico National guard, will furnish
the military escort at the funeral.
Resolutions Passed.
The Santa Fe club, wishing to express its regret at the recent death or
General A. S. Brookes and having
'
men.
appointed a committee consisting of
"We are inviting all lawyers to at- Francis C. Wilson, Chairman; Mnlcr
tend tonight's meeting to get their jtt. ,T. Palen, Col. 13. M. Cutting. Col.
A. Massle, and Levi A. Hughes, the
views of the legal aspects of the case.
I hope everybody who takes an Inter- ' following resolutions were passed:
Be it Resolved:
est in Santa Fe will be on hand lo
That the Club has heard with pro- help fight the battle of the tax payfound sorrow of the death of (Jeneral
ers."
general of the
Mr Kiilmnn. ns nreRident of the Brookes, adjutant
one of the charter members of
Merchants' association, will preside,
f'1"" and a former officer;
and call upon certain speakers. He is
in General Tlrokes the Club
That
he
made
Ilut
a
list
up
making
today.
it quite plain that anyone who can recognizes a brave, and efficient
light on the subject will be wel- cer of the United States army through
whose devotion to duty sprung his inv
come to address the meeting.
'pairment of health and as a result, his
early death. His management of the
military affairs of the territory and
state during his occupancy of the ad
jutant general's office entitles him to
0. B. Stubblelield, the well known Ithe gratitude and respect of the pub
loll salesman, is here from Las Vegas. lie, and the qualities of good comrade-Col. Ralph E. Twitchell well known iship he exhibited in his club interlawyer and historian, is here from Iconrse made him an effective and
Las Vegas.
agreeable member, and will cause his
'
Mr. and Mrs. 3. F. Townsend of Ak- - ;feIlow members to Hong cherish his
most pleasant recol-throu, Ohio, are sightseers registered t memory with the
lections;
Montezuma hotel.
Cleofes Romero, former warden of! Tjyitthe Club gives to his bereaved
the expression of Its cordial
the territorial penitentiary, is
(sympathy with her In her afflictions,
tered at the De Vargas.
condolence in her
G. A. Bodenhausen and C. S. Bodld "f
p
igreat loss; and
.,i .... i.i,i
That a copy of these resolutions be
Joseph, Mo., are here calling on the sent to .Mrs.
A. S. Ilrookes, and that
trade.
this be made a part of the records of
Scott Etter and 12. T. Williams of the Club.
Carlsbad, are in the city as a comH. H. nORMAN,
mittee to confer with the state cor
Chairman.
the
poration commission regarding
rate hearing at Roswell on the 17th.
Judge E. C. Abbott, has returned
from Ran Juan county where he held
district court. Edward L. Safford,
Florida Grape Fruit, 10c at Andrews
clerk, Mrs. G. F. McNitt, stenograWoman's Aid Thcj Woman's Aid
pher, who attend the court, have also
returned.
Society will meet at'the home of Mrs,
W. II. Mendenhall, who for the Addison Hall at 3 p. in. Friday.
No home should be without a nol
past two years has been manager of
all
Ithe, dining room at the De Vargas, water bottle. Its uses are many
year 'round, Zook has some
has accepted a position in Billing.s
The Rexall fitoi'e.
i dandies.
Montana. His many friends here
Attention Members Company E All
gret to see him leave Santa Fe hut
are pleased to know that he has ex- members of Co. E are ordered to be
at the armory tonight at 7:30. James
cellent opportunities in Montana.
A. W Abrams,
the Baca, captain.
representing
AnPlenty of Pinons, 10c lb. at
comedy, "Officer CBG," which will be
given here on the night of Saturday, drews.
FOR SALE Mission dining table
the 15th, was in the city today. He
left for Ias Vegas this afternoon. This and six chairs and box conch. Mrs.
e Vargas.
G. n. D. Kirkpatrick, 254
Iwas Mr. Abram's first trip to the
The Woman's Guild of the EpiscoCity and he expressed
great
pleasure in being here; enjoying the pal church will meet Friday afternoon
at
atmosphere and the appearance of the at 2:30 o'clock witn Mrs. Kate Hall
W. G. Sargent.
Mrs.
of
home
the
.
Is
He
needed
that
said
all
that
city
Eastern Star There will be a reguhere is to get on a through line railroad and there would be no limit to lar meeting of the Eastern Star at the
what could be done with the assets Masonic hall at 7 o'clock tonight.. All
members requested to be present.
which this city enjoys.
The finest line of Elctrical Glassware ever displayed in this city.
"TOWNSEND'S SNAPS" IN
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS Gnagey & Ervien.
New nuts, dates, figs, pop corn, at

t

MRS.W.LINDHARDT

Brass Beds

$12.50

le visited Stanley,
districts.
Otto, Bachelor, Venus, Fairview, Cedar Grove, San Pedro, Golden, Madrid, Cerrillos and Kennedy school
districts. The superintendent reports
that the schools are in excellent condition and is looking forward to a
He
very successful term of school.
encountered very bad weather specially in the San Pedro mountains where
a snow storm overtook him on his way
from Venus to Cedar Grove. Mr. Conway was not well prepared for the rigors of the winter weather and had his
feet, frost bitten causing intense pains.
After ii few days of work in the of- fice, the superintendent will leave fori
northern school districts for the purpose of inspecting the schools in this
section.
where you
Hunt, search, seek
might, you cannot find better rubber
goods than at Zook's, The Rexall
'
Store.
school

;

-

;"

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

P. E SOLVED ThaT
YqU WILL HUNT NO
IT"-- IP"
fURTHCR,

Come: To us .
WE HAVE JUST WHAT
YOU "WANT AND IT IS
THE RI0HT PRICE
W HUNTEP IT TOR:
YOU WHEN BtfYJNCJ

OUR. GOODS

YOU WILL BAG THE GAME THAT GETS UP IF YOU BUY YOUR
GUN AND AMMUNITION FROM US. OUR GUNS ARE TRUE TO AIM;
OUR SHELLS CAREFULLY
LOADED.
INSURE YOUR SPORT BY USING ONLY RELIABLE SHELLS. OUR
AIM IS TO KEEP OUR BUSINESS GROWING,
AND WE HIT THE
THE TRUST OF
MARK. THE WAY TO DO THIS IS NOT TO ABUSE
THOSE WHO TRUST US.

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT.'

PHONE

14

Andrews.

We sell, buy or manage property in
Marriage License A marriage
cense was issued by the county clerk
any part of the United States.
and
to Gregorio Gurule, of Golden,
also of
FOR SALE
.Martinez,
Miss Gregorita

ash!
Flour

Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
-

Galisteo and Water Sts.

.'

"

A new modern cottage, 5 rooms, for
sale, snap. $500 will handle. A bargain, if taken quick. $800 will handle
rooming house, 14 roonis.
List your property with me.

CO.

Does a General Banking Business.
JllfllliMlftltlltlllllllHIIIItlllllltllllllllHIItlllllllllMMIHIIIIIIflllltllllllMtNtMIIIMItMllllllltimillb

-

I

3fc

Your Patronage Solicited

lllflHHIiUHMNII

President.

N. B. LAUGHLIN.
;

imtiiiiimiMiiiiiitiiiMiiiitMiiiP

W

'.

J.

W. N. TOWNSEND,
Ground Floor, Capital. City Bank
Phone 15 J.
Building.

GORY END OF LEADERS
IN AFGHANISTAN

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMV,

PLOT

Al'amabaJ, British India, Nov. C
Nine ringleaders of an abortive plot
recently discovered against the reigning Ameer of Afghanistan, Habibul-laKan, were executed today at Kabul, the Afghanisttan capito). The con
spirators were blown from the mouths
of cannon.
h

HAND-PAINTE-

CHINA

D
decorations
to delight the eye are now displayed at
Showing
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone Steins,
Smoking 5et, Tobacco Jar,' Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

H. C. YONTZ,

JEVrilANCISCO

Building,

and 9, Capital City

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE.!

::::

HAV WARD HAS IT.

REDUCED RATE
TO ALBUQUERQUE

PRESENTED
Russia, N'ov. ti. The closing
arguments tor the prosecution in the
trial of Mendel lieiliss for the alleged
"ritual" murder of Andrew Yushinsky
was presented today.
Kiev,

DENISON

EDUCATIONAL

PILLS
CHICHESTER SHBANI.
Ask roar !. rot for a
a
ru"V
Ludii-.-

Dlamood Ilm.dV
rkMn.mil
fnSLSJPSv
I'lIU
meuaiAV
Itcd
TMr3
In
ieal.fl
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W
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V
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ycartknnwn as Pe?t.

Sal!.

Always

K

etiatft

To Be Held Nov.

PHILIPPINE JOB.
Washington, T. C, Nov. C Winifred T. Denlson, assistant attorney
general and a native of Portland,
Maine, has been selected for the secretary of the interior for the Philippine Islands.

23-2-

6.

ONE AND

ONE-FIFT-

FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.

H

Attend this Convention and enjoy a splendid
program. Addresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
U. S. Commissioner of Education, and
other noted educators.

Coffee

Seliilliiii-'-

poitml

Toil use

$4.15

IJesl.

s

A few

,

ROUND TRIP FARE FROM HERE,

menus

QualH

more cups to Hie
n
little.
tliitt's
it,

Tickets on Sale Nov.

tlint 's more.

In

j

flint's

a

good

S.LUTZ,Agt.A.T.&S.F.R.R.

i

SANTA

i

eans, ever- cleanly granulated; 40c

a

FE,

N. M.
m

i

j

SJliD

.

8

H. S. KAUNE

GO.

"BOSS

S.

ar

lit

st

"

;."" "

aroma-tigh- t

fresh;

to 25,

Return Limit, December 2.

More enjoyment for tlie

money
deal.

21

(insrousiiE)

in mode ration

suffer with cold feet, our
hot water bottles will prove a comfort Where Quality Governs the Price
or. cold nights. Zook's Pharmacy, The
'
and Price the Quality
f
Rexall Store, i;
Cast To Meet Tonight The cast of
"My Friend From India," will meet at
the De Vargas hotel tonight for a re
hearsal. The play is to be given by
prominent Santa Keans on Monday,
November 17.
That home made pork sausage that
you get at Andrews is made from ham
dressed pork, and it's all pork, try it,
better can't be made.
Lost On San Francisco street November 1st, a black leather handbag
containing 8 keys and $3.05 in cash.
Our cracker counter is an In$1 reward if returned to Zook's Drug
The large
Store,
place.
teresting
Social
Postponed Owing to the
variety of crackers and wafers
death of General A. S. Brookes, the
we carry would astonish most
Santa Fe club, of- which he was a
anybody. What Is so nice as
charter member, will postpone the soa box of dainty, delicious wacial scheduled for Saturday night.
fers? Some kind of a cracker
This was decided by F. T. Blandy,
chairman of the social committee.
should be on the table at every
Turkeys, hens, springs and ducks,
meal should be in every lunch
at Andrews.
box. And the very kind you
Wedding at Galisteo The wedding
should have are here.
They
of Pino Villanueva and Miss Juanita
have the quality that always sat
Fatlia residents of Calisteo took plnre
in the Catholic church yesterday
Isfies.
morning. The bride is the adopted
daughter of Juan Ortiz, a prominent
merchant and sheep raiser of southPATENT FLOUR"
ern Santa Fe county. Mr. and Mrs.
Pedro Ortiz y Pino acted as best man
and bride's maid. A reception was CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
held during the day at the home of
the bride's parents, aufl later a wed
PRIMROSE BUTTER
ding dance was given in St. Joseph's
hall. Marcos Anaya had charge of the
dance and acted as floor manager.
Andrews is Ready to take your or
der for that Thanksgiving turkey, ad
KAUNE & CO.
vance orders will get a better price. H.
Visits Schools County School Su
B
perintendent John V. Conway return-e- Where
Prices
today at' noon from a five days In
For Snip Qua v
spection trip through the southern
d

ASSOCIATION

DRAWS A

CAKES .AMD

Offices.

ft TRUST

8

the

FOR NEW MEXICO

'

Modern Cottages,
Furnished Rooms,
Housekeeping Rooms,
Store Rooms, '
Rooming Houses,

Phone, Main 250.

BANK

NOW is

MANAGER.
je. jjn

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,
Bank
Rooms

5

Rooms and Bath. Lot fronts
South about 100 feet on Palace Avenue.

We will sell, within ten days' time, lor $2,800
time to investigate the above.

ARGUMENTS

CLOSING

.

TO RENT

THE SANTA FE HAY ANP GRAIN CO.
- -

Golden.
If you

Ranches,
Land Grants,
Timber Grants,";
Sheep Ranches.
Stock Ranches,
Cottages,
City Lots.

And we will show you how much you can ave. Especially should you do this with your

Hay; Grain

Modern Cottage of

FOR SALE

6.

180.

REST CONTENT.

AND

IIAYWARD

ITS

EXPRESS RATES
EFFECTIV7 FEBRUARY 1st.
(!.
T). C., Nov.
The
Washington,
interstate commerce commission's order reducing express rates was again
extended today to February 1, to give
the companies more time to arrange
for the change, ft was to have been
effective on December :l, but was

P''"1est

li-

STATES

INSURE WITH

tl-- e

HARDWARE

PHONE

ST.

FRANCISCO

NEW

.

You

UNITED

L.210 SAN

e

s

M. O'CONNELL, Mgr. ,

WATCH OUR WINUOWS.

Burlington and Quincy railroad and
its trainmen began here this after- '
noon. There are thirty-ninpoints of
contention involving wages, hours of!
employment and working conditions.

j

"IF IT'S

Nov.

R

Blue Serge for Men, $! 1.95 worth $18.

All Wool

Hearing of
Chicago,
witnesses in the arbitration of differ- ences existing between the Chicago,
111.,

LOCAL ITEMS.

HARDWARE

READY-TO-WEA-

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

EMPLOYES ARBITRATE.

e

H. WICKHAM

..i,..

PHONE 14.

AND

BURLINGTON

regis-'wido-

WOOD-DAVI- S

SPECIALS

THIS WEEK'S
MEN'S AND BOYS'

JO,

-

Everything In Hardware.
V.

GOODS

DRY

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

I

'

PERSONALS

ILI-EL-

r

125 Palace Ave.

-

FURNITURE

For Children there is Nothing Better.
A cough
medicine for children must
help their coughs anil colds without
had effects on their little stomachs
and bowels.
Foley's Honey and Tar
exactly tills this need. No opiates,
no sour stomach, no constipation folMOFFATT COVICTED
IN FEDERAL COURT.
lows its use.
Stuffy colds, wheezy
Si. I.ouls, Mo., Nov. II. Ilenjamin F. breathing, coughs and croup and all-PhiirMoffatt, of Los Angeles, was convict quickly helped. The Capital
ed in the federal district court here to- .niacy.
-

d

Phone, 189 J.
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court, today allowed Cnadbourne and
Shores, a law linn of New York,
WO for certain services to the Wabash
railroad in the purchase of terminals
'at Pittsburgh. The firm had put in a
claim for $ion,000.
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De Luxe Business
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because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the' average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive-Jus- t
specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
Let us show you samples.
difference.
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
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that had been,

KIND OF RUBBER.

Is Secured in Banking: bv a Rea- - JIi

sonable Conservatism.

as applied to banking, is meant the rendering of every
service to patrons in keeping with good business methods.
ADEQUATE FACILITIES. The bank must handle efficiently the financial
requirements of all depositors.
j
ACCOMMODATION to depositors Is an essential In sound banking.
MODERN EQUIPMENT. This bank has an equipment enabling deposit- ors to attend to their banking matters with the greatest facility and dispatch
All these STANDARDS characterize the
By conservatism

THE
ANOTHER

FIRST

NATIONAL

BANK

OF

for

SANTA FE

years faithfully,
THAT IS
through rain and shine, with never a EDUCATION
CAPITAL SURPLUS IND PROFITS. $245,000.00.
kick and rarely a quiver, pulling to
and fro along Delancy street, New
INTELLIGENT
LUVTi
York's last surviving street car.
Recently the juice of the dynamo
has taken their place and the ques
tion at once arose as to what to do 'LABOR SHOULD INSIST ON PUBLIC
with the plugs. They were too old to
SCHOOLS AND A PLAN OF TEACHING
be rejuvenated
and it was hardly
FOR CHILDREN OF THE RICH.
worth while to ship them up Canada's
far northwest, where they have estab
y
lished an industry for putting new life
By ROGER W. BABSON,
on
irto the derelicts and laying fat
Noted Banker and Statistician.
them and then putting them on the
We hear a lot about plans for edu
market as plump, capable and frisky cating the children of the working
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
draught horses.
classes, much of which is good and
So H seemed the only alternative much of which is bad. Some of these
was to be pistol's shots and the bone plans provide for making our chil
HOME
yard. There was no pension fund for dren more intellectual and less indus
such as these and their duty done and trious, while others provide for makCuisine and Table .Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
their usefulness over it looked as if ing them more industrious and less in
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
the only thing remaining was to put tellectual.
central Location.
Some one once Bald that he bad
them out of the world with as much
'rather write the songs of a nation
mercy and celerity as was possible.
Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
Then the hand of mercy was extend- than Its laws." Whether or not this
a good choice I do not know; but
ed and those who had for years ridthe
den behind old Tom and Jerry, hated certainly I had rather prepare
s
of a nation than prepare its
to see them killed just because they
had outlived their usefulness, bo what laws.
do you think they did?
However, as above suggested, most
educational plans have been devised
They voted a fund and named a
commission to take the two faithful by the wealthy "for the benefit of the
old nags to a nice snug stable up state poor." In other words, capital has MR. HARVEY 0 ATM
AN,
and have them cared for in a kindly designed an educational system for
children
labor.
But
of
should
of
the
the
why
Proprietor
in
eat
and sleep
way, where they can
not labor also interest itself In design- - MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
comfort aud peace until the end.
This seems to me the spirit that
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
The Best That Can be Bought I
ought to be prevalent in the world
MARCUS CATTON,
nmsMn' .sasas
and if It. were, we would have in many
AT ANY PRICE
things a far different condition. It was
Son of the Famous
Take no chances on either
a nice thing and the right thing for
"BILLY" CATTON,
those whom the old horses had served
when a small amount will give
so faithfully all these years to recogwho will manage his billiard paryou the protection that you
nize it and to show their gratitude.
lors and Instruct those desiring to
need, and when you do use inThe only thing about it is that recog- learn the game. All new tables,
surance get the best, as it is
nition is rare In this world and the
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
the cheapest, and
dumb brutes who have served us are
lounging room ( r those who cater
ALWAYS SEE
to the pastime.
simply cast aside when their usefulness is over and they are left to shift
for themselves or are sent to the bone
EVERYONE WELCOME I
M.
yard just to get them out of the way.
Office
United
States
Bank Building
With all the Iniquity that we have
(FIRST FLOOR)
been told was prevalent in little old
who has purchased the Insur
New York, there must be a measure
WKmmmmmmmmmmmmm
of good, too.
ance Business of the L. A.
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THE LESSONS IN (T.

The result of the elections held Tuesday has demonstrated one thing,
and Unit Is that the people are tired of the old regime and are determined
to have a change.
Tht drastic defeat of the Taminanyltes in New York, while not unexpected
of
by thoee who kept a close tab on the situation, shows the present state
feeling on the part of the voters and It is all too evident that the time
is fast going for the kind of politics which have dominated In the past.
The election In New York was an arising of the people and a severe blow was
struck at boss politics.
In the elections in the other states there is little satisfaction for the
The new tariff law lowers the duty
a
Htandpat element in the Republican party as that old organization made
on rubber, and yet we've always had
leadthree
the
was
by
the
in
battle
where
each
state
waged
poor showing
enough of it.
ing parties at the present time.
In Massachusetts, where we used to think there could be no change from
the Republican vote, the old party came In a bad third, and the cry that the
THE BYSTANDER
Progressives are all coining back will have to be revised and something
have
will
the
return
of
SEES IT.
the
prodigals
of
in
the way
argument favoring
new
home of Republicanism
to be devised. The Progressive vote In the
is b stnrtline surmise to those who have been so strenuously declaring
Some Late Lessons.
that the Republican party was holding its own and that the Progressive
The dramas of the present day are
party was weakening.
The same is true of the vote in New Jersey and there is little left of certainly telling some most effective
Jne vote stories and giving to the world some
comfort for the standnat element of the Republican organization.
as a whole, ,In the different states, can be taken but in one way, and but one great lessons.
The day has passed for the telling
construction can be put upon it and that is, that it is a vote or confluence
in the policy of Wood row Wilson and the expression of a desire to give him of the tales of romance and advena chance to carry out those plans which he has inaugurated with a hope of ture both In the story and on the
stage, and we are getting a look at
bettering our condition.
real everyday life and getting from
in
the
will
supporters
the
do
it
Progressive
it
else
inspire
Whatever
may
the pictures some splendid illustracountry with renewed courage and with increased vigor of action.
There is nothing tions.
The Progressive party has cause for congratulation.
The lessons that are told on the
disappointing in the results.
stage seem to take a closer hold and
""""indeed the only party that has reason to be discouraged is the Republi- we
carry away more. We have had
can party which has made the poorest showing of the three leading organiza- two of this class of plays in this
city
field.
in
now
the
tions
since the season began and have enTo those outside of the inner circle of the politicians and who view things joyed them to the limit.
only from the politician's standpoint and the effect of the elections on the
I was noticing the other day the
fortunes of the leaders, the result of Tuesday's elections Is a good thing, as presentation of another drama in New
it
to
will
and
of
confidence
vote
give
it gives the present administration a
York, and in it was portrayed
the
the feeling that the people are behind it and this will give only a greater lure of the city and the results that
will
this
from
and
reliance in the carrying out to the letter, the party policies,
flow from the giving way to the magthe judgment in the future be guided.
netizing power of it. There is a lot
One thing is sure and that is that new conditions are apparent in the In It and the movement and the hustle
no longer the chief consideration
is
name
the
field
and
that
party
sort of get Into the blood and the perpolitical
with the America u voter.
son of the city becomes a part of it
o
and the thought of going out into the
Harvey Agency. Strong lines.
ROGER W. BABSOX.
country and the smaller city, makes
SOMETHING PRETTY SOON.
goodcompanies,good protection
the
of opposition dominant, and AMONG THE EDITORS.
It does really begin to look as if the administration at Washington would it isspirit
an
educational
chil
ling
system for the
not often that contentment can
have to do something a little more definite before long if we want to retain come to the
dren of the rich?
city bred man in the quiet
Not To Him.
our prestige and our self respect.
Why wouldn't it be a good scheme
and the peacefulness of the rural life.
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
It will not be Jong before the nations of Europe will be taking a hand and
Perhaps joy cometh in the morning, for organized labor to insist that the
I think the longing comes to one
countries
of
those
to
the
we
peoples
to
who
a
not
but
has
the
made
that
give
protection
either demanding
children of the vested Interests
chap
be
more
rest
for
this
and
as
one
change
WOODY'S STAGE LIN E
of it. Fort Sumner Review.
or they will take some action themselves.
taught in the public schools the funEuropean Plan.
gets older and there is less demand r;ight
It Is Better.
It would be a little humiliating to this country to either stand by and for
damentals
of
All
Meals
At
righteousness,
Hours.
justice
change and bustle. Sometimes
to our aid or to stand
Prom
A lady who gets $1000 a month all- - and unselfishness? Why shouldn't the
accept assistance from the other nations as they come
the
for the scenes of the old
Elegant Rooms in Connec- Is in "dire need
she
aside entirely while one of the other countries conies over and takes the homelonging
of
children
mony
to
says
be
the
BARRANCA
taught
TO TAOS
and the days that were spent
tion. Steam Heat,
Seems better to be in dire need than "give up" as well as the children of
reins into its own hands, and commands the situation entirely.
are
most
there
irresistible
as
Electric
Baths.
and
they
Lights
Meets
other
Both North South
It does not appear, as Mr. Bryan would have us believe, that the
come to one with a tremendous force hard up. Springer Stockman.
jthe workers be taught "to work?"
will do in
The school systems should be reor
Bounds
He's Busy.
Trains.
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
nations are standing, hats in hand, waiting to see what this country
and
the
draws
that
pictures
memory
in our policy,
A real big man doesn't want to tear ganined with the fundamental purpose 1 24 1 San Francisco 8trtet.
Leaves
Barranca
on the arrival al
the matter but we are likely to find out if we tarry too long
ideal
are
in
their
and
their
beauty
what they want
down to his own level. He Is busy of equalizing and distributing wealth. 1
Near 8. W. Corner Plaza,
that the countries across the sea have made up their minds
ths north bound train and arrive al
alluring power.
all.
at
nation
who
this
Those
not
of
know
this
world's
I sometimes wonder if the
done and will do it without consulting
of building up himself and helping his
Taos at 7 p. m.
in the manner in the times are not toward thesigns
goods should be taught in the schools
saner brother come up. Clovis Journal.
We believe that President Wilson has done his best
Ten miles shorter than any othsr
to
to
to
efficient
how
was
become
how
and
as
there
time
Three Squares.
life and toward more quiet existence.
which he has taken hold of the situation up to the present
way. Good covered hacks and aooa
a far greater net wage for their
was to be neutral We have been
get
that
he
to
not
intimated
milk"
had
Huerta
may
and
"Peddling
appeal
so
the
fast,
called,
going pretty
be an election,
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
and it was but right to take last few years in every department of you, but those who sell cream get labors. In addition, those who "have
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furnished commercial man o take In
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life
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not
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word
bit
hurt
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that the duty
s youth of the
if we cooled down a little. It will pay checks always bring the dinero.
were.
station.
of those who "have" is to give the
concealment
News.
to
us
no
YOUi
longer any
profit by the lessons that
Now that all has been uncovered and there is
other fellow a better chance.
is pas t, someth ng
set before us.
Against Militancy.
of his wishes and all hope we had of anything different
schools should systematically
The
ini4he
Mrs.
advises
Pankhurst
will
take
against
Celery, Too.
will have to be done by Uncle Sam or some other nation
teach
fortunes are more in the
we will be but lookers,
The experiment garden down by militancy in this country, which shows nature that
tiative and will inaugurate a policy of Its own and
of liabilities than assets. The
should
hersome
who
New Mexican building which was that Emmellne is
and
the
politician
actors,
main
the
be
we
should
which
in
on in a matter
children of those who "have" should
There (s no copyright on the
question of de- started last spring by the students self. Without such a pronouncement be trained in the
dictate the manner of handling this perplexing and baffling
public schools not
in this country
course
her
lecture
utter
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under
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incapacity
direction
of
Golden Rule, and it is not open
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termining the future of the country
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murder.
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kind
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that
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I saw the fruits of the labor the foot yesterday, and broke the toes on
into your newspapers like The
great gap between capital and labor
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little surprised as the stuff that was the mule did the damage is not clear,
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Rather it should provide for
is the unexpected response of the plain folks to Sulzers appeal
here In the way of opportunity for
The least you can do is to
The Real Thing.
REAL ESTATE
children
of
rich
that
the
the
The suffragettes of Artesia are teaching
He is weak vain really good work in the line of truck
Ch!,nsCuizer
help him by showing his goods
should be ashamed of
they
lacks capacity for positions of important trust
and pushing them. (If they were
came a time in h curtou. gardening if anyone would take it up beginning to acquire their "rights" to gains and that they should treat labor
and morally coarse. But give him his due. There
not worthy of It you wouldn't
....
,.
th neon e eained mastery over his vanity in earnest and do their best with it. an alarming extent At the entertain more justly than their fathers and
City Property, Farms
The thing that led me to refer to ment to be given at the Methodist
have .them in stock, would you.)
did
predecessors
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of the light of duty. And this matter at the present time was church November 7th, the men do all
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SHOULD BOTH READ

Woman Is As Old As
Looks
She
to
to

AND WEIGH

look old. Many In their effort
look
No woman wants
outhful resort to the'beauty doctor "prescriptions-Theirmitake is that they visit the wrong department in the drug store.
Beauty depends upon health.
Worry, sleepless nigtits, headaches, pains, disorders, irregularities and weaknesses of a distinctly feminine character in a
short time bring thedull eye, the "crow's feet,'' the haggard
look, drooping shoulders, and the faltering: step.
To retain theappcarance of youth you must retain health.
Instead of lotioua, powders and paints, ask your druggist for

"IN

THE
ARE

WOMEN

RAY GOOD

RADIUM

ON

DIRECTING

CANCERS OF

THE

M

MORAL

LIES

WORLD

ITS SALVATION."

DR. PIERCE'S

)
(By Nixola
(Copyright 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
Anthony Comstock, the
teventyyear old guardian o New
ork morals, has decided to prevent
the sale of "Votes for Women" and
"The Suffragette," periodicals published in England in the interest of
t
English feminists, which Mrs.
brought with her on her arrival

Favorite Prescription
This famous medicine strikes at the very root of these

Greeley-Smith.-

It makes you not
enemies of your youthful appearance.
only loo young, but reel young.
?
Your draggtit can supply you In liquid ortsblct form; or
SO
itanoi to Or. Pierce's Invalids Hotol and Su
gical Institute, autlalo.N.V. and trial box wl ba mailed yo

oncnt

Pank-hurs-

NEWS OF THE STATE
Caballo

Bueno.

Iron-chMuxibo Franco, while riding a
east of town Sunday had his right
shoulder blade broken when the
einchas became .loose and the horse
threw saddle and rider to the giound,
both landing on the soft dirt and Mr.
Caballo in turn landing on both with
his hind feet. Las Cruces Citizen.

They Hunt Still.
number of Pueblo Indians were
horseback and
in town Wednesday
armed for the hunt. When an Indian
goes forth to secure meat for his
squaw and papooses, it is not with a
pack of hounds and horns, frightening
Their
the game from its haunts.
method is the still hunt, and our
white brothers might do as well, , if
not better, to follow the red man's
tactics. Questa Gazette.
A

Home

Burned.

The home of John EUand, corner
Washington and Tenth, was burned
to the ground Sunday night about 10.
The orogin of the fire is unknown.
was burned, furniture and
all. There was no one at the place,
as Mrs. E.iland and the children were
visiting In the country. The department did not get the alarm in time to
House was insured
save anything.
for $700. It was a four room frame
house. There was no insurance on the
furniture. Roswell News
Grit Out Here.
There was something doing by the
big storm that swept the country
north and east of us.
It struck here about 3 o'clock Saturday afternoon and everybody said it
was a "Jim Dandy."
Mrs. Richardson had planned to take
No. 1 at 7 p. m. She was out at her
place, 4 miles southwest. Mrs. Franks
had agreed to bring her In and did
bring her in just in time to take the
train. But the two ladies had the time
of their lives facing that norther for
four miles with a burro team and an
open buggy.
But folks have grit out here In the
west. Obar Progress.
Got Bad Bump.

Last Tuesday night as Dr. H. 8.
Furay was driving rather briskly
along on the west side of the railroad
track his buggy suddenly and altogether unexpectedly struck a key
stake, which is a piece of railroad iron
planted firmly in the ground and sticking up some 30 inches high, and the
doctor went overboard that is over
the dashboard and received a number of scratches and bruises which
causes hlin to limp on one side, and
act very carefully about taking hold
of things; and by the way, he la not In
a very good humor over the matter,
and you had best say nothing about
it until he fully recovers from the Jolt.
His buggy was smashed up and put
out of commission too. Lakewood
Progress.
Left With White Faces.

G. M. Williamson left Saturdry for
Kansas City. He was chaperoning as

pretty a bunch of white face beef cattle as ever made their debut in Phil

Armour's packing house. In the not
veiy remote past, oniy feeder.! were
1
te found in this neck of the woods,
but. of course, that was In thF dark
tves; before the discovery was made
that the Portales Valley was underlaid by the New Mexico Mte. which,
with a little endeavor, cu d be
to come to the surfrut and furnish the nectar ambrosia so necessary to all plant life. It was before
1

the era of the big Westinghouse
gas irrigation project. It was
before the era of alfalfa, of canta
loupes, of big red apples, of Elberta
sweet popeaches, of twelve-pountatoes, of grapes, of corn, oats wheat
Yes, it
atid all other feed crops.
seems only yesterday that "dogien,"
socialists and suckers were the :ily
crops. 'Portales News.
r

d

Disguised As Woman.
Last Friday evening a stranger hit
town and secured a room at the Atkinson house, informing the proprietress
that he was a detective and desired a
private room where he would not
come in contact with other boarders.
He hired a team from the stone bain
and got M. D. Atkinson to drive him
through the business district of town,
claiming that he was trying to locate
a forger upon whose trail he had been
camping some time. He claimed that
he was able to locate the suspicious
character in a short while and return
ed the team to the stable. After dark
he dressed up In the guise of a woman, went to the City Drug store and
asked Mr. Maun for merchandise to
the amount of 50 cents, tending therefor a check bearing the signature of
a party in Roswell and drawn upon a
a Roswell bank. Mr. Mann became
imsuspicious and refused the check,
mediately telephoning his suspicions
to Constable Conner, who soon thereafter arrested the party, assisted by
Marshal Harper. He gave his name
as Johnson, and when brought before
Justice of the Peace Douglas the next
morning acknowledged that the check
presented to Mann was a forgery. He
was taken to Carlsbad on the afternoon train Saturday and placed in
jail.
Deputy Sheriff Armstrong, of Carlsbad, immediately recognized "Johnson" as the same party who was arrested in that town about a year ago,
charged with having absconded with
an assortment of wearing apparel
which he collected for a cleaning establishment. At that time he was going under the name of Jackson. Ar
tesia Advocate.

Deming,

Com-ntno- k

TEN YEARS

Clayton, Portales.
Carl Vernon, Portales.
H. Taylor, Alamosa.
F. W. Fisher, Denver.
J. W. Bookwalter, Denver.
F. H. Harris, Colorado Springs.
,T. F. Townsend and wife, Akron,
R. S. Duran, Philadelphia.
F. J. Shlndler, San Francisco
Jno. W. Sullivan, City.
Jesse Nusbaum, City.
A. Brandenberg, Denver.
C. B. Stubblefleld, Las Vegas.
Scott Ellis, Carlsbad.
F. E. Williams, Carlsbad.

ble Compound.
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Happy Foot
With Joy and Delight
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W0LUES AND BEAR
ARE DANGEROUS

TIZ MU Us dw Jolly-foBoye.
Make your tired feet happy in a quick

TIZ
It draws out the ache
d
and ugony from every
No more tender, tired, aching,
pore.
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swollen feet;
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fcocks, or mortifyingwill
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for
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quickly cure
TIZ,
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TIZ will
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don't
and
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only:
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Luther
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everywhere,
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lter Luther nodge & Co.,
bash Ave,, Chicago.
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Channing, Mich., Nov. 6. Wolves
and coyotes in the timber west of
Witch Lake, Dickinson county, have
so increased in number recently that
depredations committed by them at
farms and ranches are of almost nightly occurrence. It is estimated that 60
sheep at the Dykes and Hickman
ranch on the Fence river have been
killed by wolves this season. Scores
of deer have been destroyed and the
remainder driven out of the district
Travel at night is considered unsafe
Rolland Ames, a trapper has already
killed four bears and 18 wolves Bince
the first of June, receiving in bounties
and pelts approximately $600. Peo
ple living in Witch Lake country may
organize a wolf drive.

N. M.,

Nov.

ti.

Auburn, N. Y. "I suffered from
nervousness for ten years, and had such
organic pains that
sometimes I would
lie in bed four days
at a time, could not
eat or sleep and did
not want anyone to
talk to me or bother
me at all. Sometimes I would suffer
for seven hours at a
time. Different doctors did the best
they could for me
until four months ago I began giving
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial and now I am in good
Mrs. WILLIAM H. Gtix, 15
health."
Pleasant Street, Auburn, New York.

Doctor's Daughter Took It."
St Cloud, Minn. " I was so run down

by overwork and worry

that I could not

stand it to have my children talk aloud
or walk heavy on the floor. One of my
friends aaid, 'Try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, for I know a doctor's daughter here in town who takes
it and she would not take it if it were
not good.'
" I sent for the Compound at once and
"
kept on taking it until I was all right
Mrs Bertha M. Quickstadt, 727 5th
Avenue, S., St Cloud, Minn.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound may be relied upon as the most
efficient remedy for female ills. Why
don't you taw Itt

lit-ti-

three-quarter- s

ASSOCIATION

FOR RENT
Lewitzki.

MEETING

Nov. lOlli

ljlli.

furnished or
FOR RENT -- dooms
Mrs. Speake, Hillside
mi furnished.
Loina.

November 8th to 10th.
RETURN LIMIT,
Thirty Days from Date of Sale

FOR RENT Three or six room
house, furnished or unfurnished. Apply I). S. Lowitzki, 22(i San Francisco.

"SANTA FE ROAD."

SANTA

V V..

AGENT,
M.

N

Ill'

room.

Furnished
FOR RENT
quire at New Mexican.

DATES OF SALE,

H. S LUTZ,

cottage.

KCItXISHED ROOMS FOR RENT,
Grant Ave.

$47.70

TAKE THE

Modern

216
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ROUND TRIP RATE FROM SANTA FE

FOR

NOTICE

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
I'nited Slates Land Oflice.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 ,1913.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
claimant has filed noMASCNIC.
tice of his intention to make final
Montezuma Lodge proof in support of his claim under
No. 1, A. F. & A. M. sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Regular commimi 3. 1891 (20 Stats., 854), as amended
cation lirt Monday; by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
of each month at stata. 470) and that said proof will
Masonic Hall a' be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
7:30.
js. comr, at Cuba, N. M., on Deo. 9.
E. R. PAUL, W. M
1;)i3. viz: John W. Akers of Santa
CHA8. E. L1NNEY. Secretary.
Fe, N. M., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot 1
and 2 and SYV'4 NV4 Sec. !, T. 21 N ,
, N. M. P. M.
Santa Fe Chapter No R 1
He names the following witnesses
1, R. A. M.
Regulai
second to prove his actual continuous adverse
convocation
of said tract for twenty
Monday of each month possession
of the
at Masonic Hall al years next preceding the survey
township, viz.:
7:30 p. m.
Reyes Lucero, Henrique Valdez, J.
J. A. MASSIE,
H. P J. Salazar, K. A. Miera, all of Cuba,
RTHUR SEL1GMAN,
N. M.
Secretary.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
Sauta Fe Commanaery or wh() kJ()WS of any Bubs(antiaI rea.
NO. 1, K. 1.
nefcuiar
under the laws and regulations of
conclave fourth Mon- - the interior department
why such
dn' in each n!onlh a'i proof should not be allowed will be
V Masonic
:
Hall at
igVM1 an opportunity at the above- p. in.
mentioned time and place to cross-eWESLEY O. CONNER, JH R. U amine the witnesses of said claimant
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
thai submitted by claimant.
Perof
Santa Fe Lodge
FRANCISCO
DELGADO,
fection No. 1, 14th deRegister.
Acgree. Ancient and
of
cepted Scottish Rite
Hirmingham, Ala. A. F. Willis, sufFree Masonry meets on fered greatly from asthma and bron
month al chitis. He writes:
the third Monday of eaL-'T got no relief
7:30 o'clock in the evening In the New untfl I took Foley's Honey and Tar
Calhedral.
It entirely removed those
Visiting Scottish Rite Cnmnnund.
Masons are cordially invited to attend. ,.nokjllg sensations, and never failed
E. C. ABBOTT, 32",
jt0 produce an easy and comfortable
Venerable Master iCondition of the throat and lungs.
UHA8. A. WHEELON, Secy.
The Capital Pharmacy.
follo-

Wfien Made

Of course,

Tabor had a force of extra men to
keen the mammoth crowd in restraint,
and so well was their work done that
not a single accident occurred. The
checkers and timers at this point
were Dr. R. C. Hoffman, M. A. Nord- haus, A. O. Snyder and Willard K.
Holt. Schools were dismissed for the
forenoon and everything was given
over to the big race. Ropes were
stretched across from the National
bank corner to the Lindauer Mercantile company store and from there
north to the corner telephone pole, but
a the crowd was exceedingly orderly
there was no use for these ropes. All
of the streets leading to this corner
were black with people, but when a
car came they were very easily separated as the big racers drove in for
checkine and turned west on Pine
street, where Hags directed them to
the Borderland. Nos. 10, 17 and 4 left
Demlne over the road lying close to
the S. P. tracks all other cars going
directly by the Borderland route
through Plalnvlew. No 15 was delay
ed two minutes when a couple of
miles out of the city, and No. 19 was
apparently running with a bent axle,
but they kept right on going. The little Ford was the only car to take water when out of the Deming checking
station. No. 20. the Cadillac, driven
by Roy Hagerman, with the owner, C.
P. Henry, as mechinlcian skidded into
the wire fence while attempting to
turn a square corner, and Mr. Hager
man severely cut on the chin and
Ir. Henry escaping with
UDDer Ho.
a few bruises and scratches. H. J.
Williams brought the injured man to
the office of Dr. James Reed where
he suffered the ugly wound on his
chin to be sewed up in very much the
same manner that a football is
taking no anlsthetic and bearing himself up as a true warrior.
"You bet I will go on and finish the
race," he said, "I am not hurt very
much, and am going through to the
end." Mr. Henry drove his car back
to town and at 12:45 both of the true
sportsmen whirled out Pine street at a
fifty pace or better. No. 6 got a
mixed no on the turn and flew
clown Gould avenue to Hemlock street
nd hit It west from there, and when
about 20 or 30 rods out of the city
limits he had a blow out which took
him fully 12 minutes to repair.
It seems exceedingly fortunate that
not a single accident should occur
with the 19 cars passing through two
thickly crowded streets and turning
corners in a vast multitude. The
timers were right on the dot as the
first wheels of the big racers touched the rope and so closely were some
of the cars running that there was
of a second's difonly
ference.
Some of the drivers appeared a little nervous as they attached their signatures to the checking sheet, and it
would be difficult to tell whether they
signed George Washington, Abraham
Lincoln or Christopher Columbus, but
most of them could grab the sheet and
sign it tn about two seconds. No. 5
wn ditched between El Paso and
Deming and was the lith car to reach
this city.
A number of the drivers saw personal friends in the crowd and would
say Hello Maurice, hello Bill or Jack,"
and everyone of them seemed in excellent spirits. No. 1 and No. 5 broke
steer knuckles and No. 6 a right rear
staspring before they reached this
tion Ttennirs were uuickly made,
however, and all cars resumed their
place In the big speed contest.
The Clark Grocery company has
employed as chief baker Mr. A. Williams formerly with the riuBter Brown
bakery at El Paso. They are planning
on doing a very extensive business
with the new head of their baking department. The Frazells who have been
operating the bakery will go to IIU-

WANTS

ROADS

GOOD

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

the
topic today was the
big El Paso Phoenix race, and be It to
the credit, of those in charge at this Calumet pastry is Rood to
checking station that not a single ac- look (it, wood to cat. Always
cident of any character, occurred in light, fluffy, tender ami wholetills city, although the .19 cars were some. Calumet is the one baking
compelled to cross the Santa Fe and powder that is high in quality and
Southern I'acilic tracks in the north- moderate in price.
ern Dart of the city, there was but
HIGHEST AWARDS
RECEIVED
NIXOLA GREELEY-SMITH- .
one car held by any train and that
M
WorM' Pure Food Eip.IIio. Ckieaf. IB.
two
minutes
Pari. EuniliM. Frame, Much, If U . M
the was No. 21 being delayed
.Mr. Comstock has appealed to
railroad
courts and to the United States postal by a passing freight. The
men were verv careful to keep the
authorities to assist his scheme ot
tracks clear from the arrival of the
suppression.
1 2 until the
first car No. 3 at 8:49-5in
to
is
it
interesting
1
Therefore,
passing of the last car at J : 59-1arthe
of
nature
the
is
quire what,
Mayor Corbett and Chief of Police

WOMAN SUFFERED

City.
O. Deere, Portales.

Good To mm
the Last

mmtt

properly-destroyin-

O. L. Owen,

American woman wishes to convict
thousands of her English sisters of
utter folly without hearing what they
have to say in their own defense. If
are
of militancy
(he Mad Mulahs
really not mad, if the whirling dervishes of English politics have any
better reason for whirling than sheer
fanaticism, they should have a chance
to tell us about it. And ten thousand
Anthony Comstocks should not be
able to prevent their reaching American women.
I have read many of the articles
to
which Mr. Oomstock objects and I confess I have found nothing objection-ablin them.
The sins of the world have been
bred in darkness, in secrecy, in the
hush of harems that still cloister the
minds of women, long after their
bodies have been released from them.
Light cures.
Light heals.
The first words spoken nut of whirling chaos are still the lines) words-w- ill
always be the finest words "Let
there be Light."
For a long time the human race took
this wonderful message in its least,
most literal sense. Today we are
awakening to the fact that it contains
the key to moral as well as to physical health.
In the radium ray lies the only hope
A
of cure for the physical cancer.
woman found it, and in the radium
ray which good women are directing
on the moral cancers of the world lies
its salvation.

THE BIG RACE WAS
A GREAT SUCCESS

5e

ticles to which the famous Comstock
objects. Briefly, they deal with the
problems of white slavery, of the
which noison society at Its
source, and of the extraordinary lax
ity of the English courts in sentencing
men found guilty of crimes against
children under 12 vears of age. It is
asserted in these periodicals that sen
tences of three and six weeks are not
uncommon and that in one instance a
judge suspended sentence altogether,
with the announcement that offenses
which in the United States are pun
ished by life imprisonment or, quite
frequently, by lynch law are some- times committed by the most lawabiding members of English society."
No one has attempted to deny the
statements "made 'in these articles as
tn moral conditions in England. It is
urged merely that to publish them is
The reactionary Mr.
Immoral.
entertains this view, and there
are many persons here in the east who
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
agree with him. But I am not
among them.
De Vargas.
Few American women sympathize
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
with the hammer-throwinmethods of the militant
G. A. Bodenhausen, St. Joseph.
O. S. Bodenhausen, St. Joseph.
feminists with which the Pankhursts
C. E. Cox, Chicago.
are identified.
C. E. Moore, Pueblo.
But everv American woman should
C. P. Scullsy, Denver.
be willing and should be able to read
V. Sebree and wife. California.
and to weigh the reasons or the excesses offered for militant suffrage
Mrs. Hubble, Buffalo.
W. Barday, Altaucuerque.
which must otherwise seem so incomB. A. Parsons, Albuquerque.
prehensible to iier.
While I believe that women will
MoKeeby, Denver.
never obtain the vote by violence,
W. L. Brown, Espanola.
M. A. Bassist. St. Louis.
since violence force as the final
reason for everything Is the only pre
(leofes Romero, Flstancla.
text for withholding it from them;
Roy A. Staii.m, Albuquerque.
Mrs. H. H. Knox, New Cantan Ct. while I realize that we should never
be hammer throwers, if only because
Albert Gusdorf, St. Louis.
men can throw straighter and farHenry Lester, New Rochello.
W. C. Merritt, Claremont, Cal.
ther than we can, I feel that no
Henry Freygang, Kansas City.
R. R. Pollick, Albuquerque.
W. Waldo, Las Vegas.
Jack Scales, Milwaukee.
E. Clark, Alcalde.
Horace Harper, Artesia.
A. W. Blocker, Chicago.
Geo. H. King, Denver.
R. R. Larkin, Las Vegas.
From Nervousness Caused by
A. L. Sailors, Kansas City.
G. E. Coyle, Kansas City.
Female Ills Restored to
J. P. Kirkendall, Chicago.
Health by Lydia E.
Albert Mitchell, New York.
Montezuma.
Pinkham's VegetaGeorge

TIZ Makos
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It will not pay you to waste your
time wrtlng out your legal forma
!
P. O.
when you can get them already
4C0, B.
Its regula' led at the New Mexican Printing con
letslor. on the sec- pny.
and fourth
ond

p. o. E.
Santa Fe LodgeNo

print-bold-

-
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PROFESSIONAL

brothers are Invit
ed and welcome.

EDWARD

ATTORNEYSATLAW.

P. DAV1ES,

Exalted Ruler,

EDWARD

C. H. WILSON

o
doa't ea aaoBer wbes yon bay cheap or
Han't n MuJen. Bb Calonot.
I L.i.ln.
It'l
economic! - more wholesome gives beit reidti.
Imore
if far luperior to loar milk aoil loda.

u.lw

I
I
I

jnrjAgJJo.

Santa
13514,

Fe
M.

P. DAVIES,

City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,

Secretary
1 Yob

cards

Rooms

Camp
W. A.

,

17-1- 8

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

meets first Tuesday Chai. P. Ea.ley,
. Chat. H. Eastey,
of euch month. Odd
EASLEY V EA'iLF.Y,
Fellows' Hall. Visaw.
Attorneye-a- t
iting neighbors welPractice In the Courts and oefere
come.
Land Department.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
Land grants and titles examinee-SantP. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estei-claN. H.

nols, their former home.
has. Schoepf and wife have arrived from Los Angeles, and Mr. Schoepf
will take a position with the Clark
Grocery company. Mrs. Schoepf is the
A. fc.
daughter of Mrs. A. J. Cox.
A. L. Parker and daughter are visF. W. FARMER
iting relatives in Phoenix.
Homestead No.
W. B. Boardman has returned from
2879, Brotherhan extended visit at Colorado Springs.
ood of AmeriMr. Boardman will build a fine ranch
can Yoemen.
home this fall, and will put in 80
Meets second
acres of winter wheat.
nd fourth
Sheriff Stephens and Officer Mcof the
Donald have returned from Santa Fe,
month at the
where they went to deliver a bunch ot
Fireman's Hall.
prisoners sentenced by Judge Neblltt
H. Foreman. H. L. Baca,
at the last term of court.
Cor. Bee. David Gonzales.
Colonel J. P. McGrorty, who was
operated upon for a tumor of the 1 1 M ( 1 1
Santa Fe Lodge
bladder at Rochester, Minn., on OcNo. 2, Knights of
tober 28th, is rapidly recovering. His
meets
many friends In Deming will be glad
Pythias
to know that he expects to be able to
every Second and
Fourth Friday of
return to his home in about three
the month at 8
weeks.
o'clock p. m.
Dr. S. D. Swope returned today from
work in
a month's post graduate
Meeting in R.
of P. Hall over
Rochester, Minn., and Chicago, 111. He
Kaune's store.
has been attending the surgical clinics
All visiting
of Mayo Brothers, Prof. Oxner, BarKnights are most
ret, Murphy and other celebrated surcordially invited.
geons and physicians.
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
Vice Consul of Norway J. P. Otis,
with H. C. Heuschaefer, of Los An- A. BEING ARDT, K. of R. and S.
geles, are In the valley today Investigating conditions.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
GIRLS! STOP WASHING
meeting on the first Thursday of each
SOAP
HAIR
WITH
THE
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
DanSoap Dries Your Scalp, Causing
come.
druff, Then Hair Falls Out Try
BENITO ALARID, President
This Next Time:
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
After washing your hair with soap
always apply a little Danderine to the
ODD FELLOWS,
scalp to invigorate the hair and pre
No. 2. 1. O. O. F.
vent dryness. Better still, use soap as
Santa Fe Lodgi
sparingly as possible, and instead have
meets
regularly
Just
a "Danderine Hair Cleanse."
Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
moisten a cloth with Danderine and In err
Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
draw It carefully through your hair, ers
always welcome.
This
taking one strand at a time.
will remove dust, dirt and excessive
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
oil. In a few moments you will be
of the Interior,
Department
be
not
will
hair
only
your
amazed,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
and
be
will
hut.
fluffy,
it
wavy,
clean,
Oct. 30. 1S13.
possess an Incomparable softness and
Notice Is hereby given that Cipriano
lustre.
of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Besides cleansing and beautifying Chavez,
1908, made homestead entry
2d,
Sept.
Danderine
of
one
the hair,
application
No. 01316 for SE4 NW4 NE4 SW4
of
dandruff;
dissolves every panicle
SW4 NE4, section 3, townstimulates the scalp, stopping itching NW4 SE4
17
N.,
range 9 E., N. M. P. Meri
to
ship
the
is
Danderine
and falling hair.
to
filed
has
4 .otice of intention
dian,
and
rain
of
hair what fresh showers
Droof. to establish
vear
five
mnko
to
It
goes
sunshine are
vegetation.
claim to the land above described, be
right to the roots, invigorates and
U. S.
Its exhilarating fore the register and receiver,
strengthens them.
N. M., on the
and
properties cause land office at Santa Fe,
1913.
the hair to grow long, strong and beau- Dec. 9,
Claimant names as witnesses:
tiful.
Ptacido Chavez, Emilio Delgado,
Men! Ladies! You can surely have
Martinez, Juan Montoya
Melquiades
cent
23
a
Get
hair.
lots of charming
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
Lopez,
y
from
Danderine
Knowlton's
of
bottle
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
any drug store or toilet counter and
Register.
it.

a

,

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. U

Mon-day- s

try

DR. W. HUME

BROWN,

Dentist.
Ovei' 8pltz Jewelry Store. .....
2 and I.
Rooms
Phone Red 6.
m.
Office Hours 8 a. m. te I
And by Appointment

A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE

j

To Effective

January 1st,

1913- -

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and ecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.

No. 3 carries

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to cong
nect wKh No. 7 westbeund
El Paso sleeper, alee No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:36
'tr-ryln-

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:86
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.
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and advertising it will get at the ex-- '
position. Other counties wilJ be
In "like manner. It will be the
'biggest
publicity
advertising and
IN THE
COLFAX COUNTY TO scheme New Mexico ever pulled off, DEFENSE STARTS
can
we
behind
we
all get
it,
and if
make it hum.
RENEHAN CASE
"
to emphasize that this;
DIEGO 'moneywant
HELP
will be judiciously expended.!
iThe board is being most economical.;
LATE
'for I knew what a fix w? would be in RELATOR RESTS PE0SECUTS2H
;if we should run short of monev. But!
CHARGE NO. 2 FOUNDED
YESTESDAY.
ijiHt as I said In the beginning, the
ON GOSSET INFORMATION DISMISSED,
mow money we get, the better show',
will
we
10VAT0
MOTION TO DISMISS
AND
give.
EMPIRE
Of THE
COMMISSIONERS
"One of the little, schemes of the
OVERRULED.
CHARGE
exCOUNTY
APPROPRIATE
$1,000 board which has not cost us a cent
cept to pay for the slides, is the apIN 1914 AND $1,000 IN 1915 FOR
pearance of a slide of the New MexDevelopments followed one another
at. every picture show In
USE OF THE BOARD OF EXPOSI- ico building
very
rapidly in the Reuehau disbarthe Southwest. We have distributed
ment
trial since 4 o'clock yesterday.
17
evening
and
nf
these
every
slides,
TION MANAGERS.
without cost to the board they are Al that hour, A. H. Gossett finished
being shown to the moving picture his testimony on which the relator
We have was depending to prove one of the two
audiences of four states.
-OTHER COUNTIES TO
three cities representing us in Col- disbarment charges. Attorneys for
oradoColorado Springs, Pueblo and Mr. Renehan then asked for ten minBE ASKED TO DO SAME Trinidad. One in Arizona, Phoenix;
utes in which to consult regarding a
one In Texas El Paso: and twelve In motion to dismiss, but the attorney
New Mexico, ranging from Clayton to general saved them that trouble by
"The more money we get, the better Silver
City, and from Carlsbad to stating on account of the variance bei'ehow we ll have," said Col. R. K. Santa Fe. We feel deeply indebted to tween
tlie allegations on the second
iTwitcliell, all smiles, as he came into the picture show managers for their charge, and the testimony of Mr. Gos1
have
and
ithe New Mexican office this morning. kindness in this matter,
sett, he thought it would be advisable
to dismiss the second charge. This
!He hud In his hand a letter, which written and thanked them all."
!he insisted on the members of the
was done. Shortly after that, the reBernalillo County Levy Fixed.
lator rested his case, and a recess was
jforce reading. The force read it.
"That 's the best news the San Diego
The county commissioners yester- taken until 9 a. m. today.
jcomnilsslon has received since we day afternoon fixed the levy for the
When court convened this morning
started," said yie colonel. The letter county of Bernalillo at 20.1 mills.
J H. Christ of counsel for Renehan
was as follows:.
This makes the total levy for resi- moved that the charge No. 1 be dis
Raton, New Mexico.
dents of Albuquerque 63.43 mills
missed also, alleging that it had not
Col. R. E. Twitchell,
13.6 for state, 20.1 for county, 15.7 for been sustained by the proof supplied
President Exposition Commission,
city and 14 for schools. Residents of by the relator. The motion was then
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the county outside of Albuquerque argued by the respective sides until
will not have to pay the
My Dear Colonel:
levy about 11:20 when the court stopped
you for schools, but they will have to pay
I take pleasure in informing
Attorney General Clancy in the midst
of
T
an
schoolB.
secured
aBDropriation
lhat
from 10 to 15 mills for district
his argument, by saying that the
'one Thousand dollars for 1914 and an The school levy was 10 mills in dis- ot
court had made up Its mind to overthe
comity tricts No. 11 and No. 15. In all the rule the
equal amount for 1015, by
motion, and that Mb further
commissioners yesterday at their regu other districts it was 15 mills.
were unnecessary.
arguments
the
use
of
i
lar monthly meeting, for the
The county levy for 1913 was 25.8
Following this announcement by the
state commissioners of the Panama- - millB, made upon a valuation of
court, the attorneys for Mr. Renehan
Pacific San Diego exposition.
$4,300,000. The levy this year was
prepared to present his defense. Felix
I truBt we will be as successful with based upon a valuation of $6,000,000.
Garcia, of Lumberton, was the first
the other counties.
witness for the defense, and he testifI beg to remain,
PNEUMONIA CLAIMS
Yours sincerely,
THOMAS H. RILEY. ied that he had recommended Mr.
Renehan to Faustln Lovato because
.7. .1. SHUI.RR.
Joliet, 111., Nov. 6 Thomas H. Riley the latter had told him that several
In explanation, the colonel said: national
in waterways movefigure
"The board of exposition managers is ments, died here today of pneumonia. years had passed now and they had secured nothing from their claims. R. J.
asking an appropriation from all the Ha was sixty-fivyears old.
Palen, of the First National bank, .was
counties in the state. When we took
then introduced to identify certain
charge we soon saw that the approhandwriting, and a recess was taken
Coffee
priation of $30,000 was going to limit
until 2 p. m.
us in making the kind of an exhibit we
It Is Said that there will be a numwould line to mane uuieas w e"who know the
Those
side help. We decided to ask the varber of witnesses introduced by the
'
About
out.
ious countries? to help us
defense, and that, the case may last as
comfort of good coffee
three weeks ago, there was a big banlong as a couple of days longer.
quet at Raton, I was one of the speakin
tlrink
it
.moderation.
ers, and my subject was the San
PASSES RESOLUTION
Diego exposition. I explained the sitTO INVESTIGATE L. & N.
Tliat is one part of quality
uation very thoroughly to them. All
the members: of the board of county
Washington, D. C, Nov. 6. Senator
economy which in one of
commissioners; were there. The above
Luke Lea's resolution for a congresletter tells of the action of Colfax
Ihe reasons for Schilling's
sional investigation of the relation becounty. We want a,U the big counties
tween
the Louisville and Nashville
'
the
and
of
lead
Colfax
the
to follow
Best,
railroad and its allied lines to develsmaller counties to do what they can
laws have
op whether the anti-trufor us. It looks to me like Santa Fe
In aroma-tigh- t
cans; cleanly
been violated was passed today by the
county and Santa Fe city would be
senate after a brief debate.
grauulated; 40c a lb.
especially benefitted by the publicity

OFFICIAL.

F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

!

bene-jfltte-

OFFICIAL.

d

SAN

j

EXPOSITION

EVERYTHING

J

THERE IS TO EAT!
Try Our

AUTO DELIVERY

Phone No.4

ANDREWS

I
'

Service

PhoneNo--

4

Who are you?
Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle Into
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up in the clouds
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock? In other words, are
If so, come down to Beacham &
you a thoroughbred sportsman?

and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
discharge, their Winchester Leader shells are sure fire evry time and
their advice will save you needless expense and worry.
"Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp is calling."
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.

The Reliable Hardware Store.

FI OWERS
The Clarendon Garden,

1
Si

PHONE 12

v

0Ker,Majer,C
GNCW

V.J

If
fj

M (f ... s
t5tii':,:''V'';-- '

I

'E WANT EVERY PAR
ENT to know about our
ability, with expert ser
vice, to dress little men correctly.
Our Children's Garments were
made by skilled manufacturers. It
It takes experience, and a great
deal of it, to make Children's Clothcorrect
ing right. We have all the
fellows of all
styles for these little
in Reefer,
ages. There are suits
Norfolk, Sailor, Russian Blouse
Coats
Styles, etc. Dainty little Top
and Overcoats

$2.50, $2.75,

1913.

ALL WANT TO KNOW ABOUT
CLEVELAND'S DANCE HALL.

FANCY WORK GOODS

Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 6. In ', response to inquiries from officials in
New York, Boston, Buffalo, Louisville
and other cities, dance hall inspector,
Meyers has prepared a statement of
the plan under which Cleveland's municipal three cent dunce halls are. operated, which he is now mailing to the
respective inquirers. Since their initiation .two years ago, the municipal
dance halls have entertained 175,000
dancers. The net profits this year
was approximately $7,000.

line of Stamped
Beautiful
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth.
Cushion Tops and the Pillows

NEWSPAPER

;
i

MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER
GRAND JURY STILL
AFTER TAMMANY CORRUPTION

MAN

WORSTED

FIGHT.

IN

Boston, Mass., Nov. 6.
between
hostilities
Representative
Thomas Giblin and James E. Magnire,
a newspaper editor were resumed
when the two men met on the street
today. When the argument was ended, Maguire was taken to a hospital to
he treated for a fractured skull and
the police began a search for Giblin,
Tueswho was defeated for
n

'

day.

Always Stop

for same. Embroidery Sets and
So- Embroidery Floss in Royal
Greelety, the D. M. C. and the
clan Silk Floss.
Crocnet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

ikf

New York, Nov. 6. The
tuto the
John Doe investigation
charges of Tammany corruption made
municipal camdurjnjg the recent
paign by John Ilennessy, was resumed today by District Attorney
Whitman.
Among those cited to appear were
Kugene D. Wood, a lobbyist of thisMcjcity and Albany, and George H.
Outre, of Syracuse.

at the Ancient City's Pride,
AND

MODERN
ALWAYS
LARGE
AND

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

j

Little H
:

6,

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample tacilitles for large
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Lp.
Room Without Bath, $2.25 Up.
.

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sol
(LFaLFA SEED,

AgonU
All kinds

for

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

of flowers,

prdeo

&

;

field seeds in bulk and

packafi

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

.

SANTA FE. N. M.

.- -:

NOVEMBER

$p

45

LEO HERSCH

Phone B,ack

45

Comforts and Blankets

j

Right When You Need Them

At a Pleasing Price Reduction!
The Comforts are excellent values
at the regular prices. Some are
stitched and tied, others are quilted
or stitched. You need ah extra
quilt or two for cold winter weather
coming, and this is a splendid
chance to get all you need at a substantial reduction in prices. The
blankets represent the best buying
opportunity you will have in many
a day.

ii
I

i

I
'

I1

I
I

to $7.50

Any quoted price on Children's Clothing stands for
but little until you see the garment. Our Children's
Wearables show distinctive style features and cleverness in the making not to be found in the mean

Phone Black

i
i

Y9

iI
i
i

Comforts,
Blankets,

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75 Up To $6.50

.80, $1.25, $1.50 Up To $7.50

We guarantee you absolute satisfaction on every purchase
you make, so buy liberally all you need now.

ing " Just Clothes.'

THE BIG STORE
j

N. SALMON
SANTA FE.

i

j

j

;

j

